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SUMMARY *
Residual stresses fall naturally into two categories; 
macrostresses and microstresses. An indication of the 
origins of both types is given. The presence of residual 
macrostresses in a body can be recognized by the occur­
rence of distortions on making cuts in the body. In 
bodies of regular geometry, the distortions which occur 
on gradual removal of uniform layers from one surface 
can often be used to assess the magnitude of the residual 
stresses in the removed material. Over the years, many 
techniques based on this principle have been developed.
The Sachs method (ref.3) for the determination of triaxial 
axisymmetric residual stresses in solid bars, hollow 
cylinders and tubes, is one such technique, A brief 
account of the method and the assumptions on which it 
is based is presented, A number of important refinements 
are described.
The residual stresses in thin-walled cylinders and 
tubing have been the subject of many experimental investig­
ations, Although some studies of quenching and machining 
stresses have been carried out, the residual stresses 
produced during tube-drawing have attracted the most 
attention. Recent work on this topic is briefly reviewed, 
and the origins of residual stress in drawn tubing are 
discussed, *
Although it has long been realised that tubing drawn 
under commercial conditions almost always exhibits some
(1)
degree of eccentricity, only Knights (82) has suggested 
that this should be taken into account when determining 
residual stresses in such tubing. The same author has 
also suggested that significant circumferential variations 
of the residual stresses may occur in drawn tubing, 
possibly associated with plastic bending at entry or 
exit from the drawing die.
The present work was carried out to determine whether 
circumferential variations of residual stress existed in 
drawn tubing, to establish the effect of eccentricity on 
the determination of residual stress by the Sachs method, 
and to evaluate the bending deflection method (which is the 
usual alternative to the Sachs technique) in the presence 
of eccentricity and possibly suggest some improvements.
The results obtained from an experimental investig­
ation of the longitudinal and circumferential variation 
of the deformations produced on cutting drawn tubing to 
length suggest the presence of additional residual stresses 
not previously reported. The terms » type A* and *type B*
residual stresses are introduced to distinguish between
se
normal residual stresses and the^additional residual 
stresses, [
'Type B-' longitudinal residual stresses exist as 
.alternate regions of tension and compression round the 
circumference of drawn tubing and 'type B' circumferential 
residual stresses exist as opposing bending stresses in 
adjacent lengths. Both appear to be completely relieved
(2)
in what are normally regarded as ’long’ specimens (i.e. 
for the tubing used, in specimens with length/diameter 
ratios less than 5)» ’Type B ’ longitudinal residual 
stresses may possibly be associated with imperfect 
lubrication during drawing. The origin of ’type B* 
circumferential residual stresses is not clear.
The determination of circumferential and radial 
’type A ’ residual stresses in a uniform cylinder by the 
Sachs technique is based on the assumption that the relief 
of these stresses in part of the cylinder (by layer 
removal) is equivalent to the application of a uniform 
pressure to the remainder. Since the application of a 
uniform pressure to an eccentric cylinder produces circum­
ferential variations of stress on both boundaries, the 
Sachs technique cannot readily be applied where eccen­
tricity is appreciable.
Experimental results suggest that the Sachs technique 
can be applied in practice to determine the circumferential 
and radial ’type A* residual stresses over about 80^ of 
the wall thickness of drawn tubing with I.D./O.D, = 0,941 
and an initial wall thickness variation less than -6^, 
provided that these residual stresses do not vary circum- 
ferentially. Where the circumferential stresses applied 
by layer removal are compressive, the procedure may be 
complicated by the occurrence of elastic pre-buckling 
deformations of a circumferential lobar form, and a 
stage may even be reached at which plastic buckling 
takes place,
(3)
The determination of longitudinal 'type A' residual 
stresses in the presence of eccentricity is complicated 
by the development of longitudinal shear stresses as the 
variation of wall thickness is increased by layer removal. 
The possibility of applying a simple modification of the 
Sachs analysis which takes account of wall thickness vari­
ation, but not shear stresses, is examined.
The limitations of the Sachs method in the presence 
of eccentricity are discussed.
Although the bending deflection method has certain 
advantages over the Sachs technique for the determination 
of 'type A' longitudinal residual stresses in the presence 
of eccentricity, its usefulness is restricted since no 
satisfactory method of determining the coexistent circum­
ferential residual stresses is available, A method which 
incorporates a recently developed technique for the deter­
mination of local residual stress (91,100), is proposed 
and is shown to have considerable advantages.
(4)
NOTATION,
ÛT Stress,
^  Strain,
Poisson* s ratio,
d ' j  Âs>
Longitudinal and circumferential 
strain parameters.
eu Internal radius.
External radius,
I
yO General radius, radial position.
Radius, radius of curvature.
Diameter,
Wall thickness.
Length,
C Centre distance,
1g, Eccentricity,
Shear stress, 
y  Shear strain,
M  Bending moment.
T* Second moment of area,
*P Normal force,
\V Weight loss,
00 Weight density,
Q Angular position,
^  Pressure,
Dimensionless function of yO and Q  , 
00 Lengthwise position.
Radial deflection, 
cC Depth, groove depth,
(5)
s  Stress,
Gr Gap width,
-S Groove width,
"tr Thickness of material beneath groove.
Subscripts «
(L * At inner surface*,
j) * At outer surface*,
* At outer surface by removal of a
layer at positionyO » (internal 
layer removal),
* At inner surface by removal of a 
layer at p o s i t i o n * (external 
layer removal),
* At position by removal of a
layer at position *,
Lj Cj R. * Longitudinal, circumferential, radial*
M  'Bending*,
P  'Normal',
m  'Mean*,
Q  'At position 0  ',
I.... .... W General subscripts,
‘fh ih'In H layer by removal of K*
layer*,
ihOX 'At inner surface by removal of f*
layer*.
ihcun 'At inner surface by removal of K?
layer*,
(6)
SECTION 1.
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE.
(7)
1.01. RESIDUAL STRESSES.
Since the earliest recorded reference to the subject 
in 1889 (63,68) an extensive literature has become available 
on the origins and effects of residual stresses in a wide 
variety of bodies and structures (1-4,68,78,79) and a 
large number of methods for the determination of residual 
stresses have been developed. Reviews have been produced 
at regular intervals over the past forty years (63-72,82), 
the most recent being the comprehensive review by Denton 
in 1966, With improved data-processing equipment becoming^ 
more readily available, particular emphasis appears to 
have been placed recently on speeding-up the process of 
residual stress determination (18-21,92,95 » 99,108),
Residual stresses have been defined by Orowan (2,4) 
as those existing in bodies upon which no external forces 
are acting. It is usual to distinguish between body 
stresses and textural stresses. The former arise in 
homogeneous bodies from a non-uniform expansion, contraction 
or shear distortion of mechanical, chemical or thermal 
origin. The latter from textural of structural inhomo— 
geneities, even when the overall deformations are uniform. 
Stresses of the first group are usually on a much larger 
scale than those of the second group; for this reason the 
two groups are often referred to as macrostresses and 
•’microstresses. Many of the ways in which residual stresses 
of both groups arise in practice are discussed in refer­
ences 2 and 4,
(a)
The presence of residual macrostresses in a body can 
be recognized by the occurrence of distortions on making 
cuts in the body. These distortions can often be used to 
assess the magnitude of the residual stresses which existed 
in the body prior to cutting. In general, the deformations 
which occur on gradual removal of uniform layers from one 
surface of a residually-stressed body are the most useful 
and the easiest to analyse, especially if the body is 
geometrically regular.
The determination of residual macrostresses in hollow^ 
cylinders and tubes has become a favourite topic for 
research projects since Sachs (in 192?), and Davidenkov 
(in 1932), developed the methods (3,76) which now bear their 
names•
Although containing an error ( 8 2 , 8 9 , 9 0 ) ,  the Davidenkov 
method is generally recognized as the most fundamental of 
the so-called bending deflection methods for residual stress 
determination ( 6 3 - 9 5 ) • Unfortunately, it is limited in its 
application to biaxial stress systems and so can only be 
applied to thin-walled tubing, in which the radial residual 
stress is practically zero, A review of the various bending 
deflection methods is presented in a later section.
The Sachs method, with which a major part of the 
present work is concerned, makes possible the determination 
of triaxial axisymmetric residual stresses in solid bars 
and thick-walled tubes, and may easily be applied to thin- 
walled tubing. An account of the method and the assump-
. ( 9 )
tions on which it is based is given in the following 
section; a number of refinements are examined, and some 
recent applications described.
1.02. THE SACHS METHOD.
Although it was realised by Heyn in 1914 (8) that 
the deformations produced by machining cold-drawn bars 
could be used to predict the residual stresses which 
existed in the uncut bars, it was not until 192? that a 
satisfactory solution was obtained. The equations derived 
by Sachs in that year made possible the determination of 
triaxial residual stresses in cylinders from the dimensional 
changes produced by removing successive concentric layers 
from the surface of a centrally-bored hole.
If and denote the axisymmetric
residual stresses at position yO in the isotropic 
cylinder of fig.l then:
<?L =  ]
*• df lyt y  ■’
where ^ , -f, as Trt^ » and f  is
I ®
the bored-out area. In the case of a hollow cylinder of 
internal radius A. , the initial value of is
7TA,  ^ , The parameters ^  and
are determined from the measured strain 
changes E ^  and at the outer surface,
(10)
Hollow cylinders may also be investigated by removing 
concentric layers from the outer surface and measuring 
the surface strains produced at the bore. The equations 
for this case are:
V - 4 I 
—.,.02.
where f  = and » TTO^
Although the derivation of the equations 1,01 and 
1,02 is well known (3-7,49,83,8?) an outline of the pro­
cedure has been included as appendix 3, to illustrate the 
'double-subscript* notation adopted, in the present work, 
for stress and strain changes. The derivation of the 
expressions for and is based on the assumption
that the relief of the circumferential and radial residual 
stresses in part of the cylinder (by layer removal), is 
equivalent to the application of a uniform (internal or 
external) pressure to the remainder* The derivation of 
the expressions for follows from consideration of
the longitudinal equilibrium of the cylinder.
Over the years, two different forms of the equations 
for external layer removal have appeared. If is
taken as positive for decreasing yÙ , the equations 1,02 
are obtained (1,6,64,67,69); If, however, A/3 is taken 
as negative for decreasing yû , the gradients in 
equations 1,02 change sign (12,48,49,83,87). In the form
(11)
given by Barrett (65) a minus sign is omitted in the 
expression for , and in the form given by Denton (?2)
a similar omission occurs in the expression for .
Strictly speaking, equations 1,01 and 1.02 only apply 
to a cylinder of infinite length. In practical applic­
ations of the method, a specimen length of is
generally considered to be sufficient (section 4),
The method has been applied in its basic form many 
times (6 ,7,9-15,34,48-50,82,83,87)• In large scale applic­
ations, metal removal has generally been accomplished by 
machining, while for smaller scale applications or thin- 
walled cylinders, acid-etching has been used with some 
success (48,50,83). The following list gives some idea of 
the types of problem which can be investigated; auto— 
frettaged cylinders (7,13,14), heat-treated cylinders 
(10,49), spot-welded plates (15), forgings (11,12), piston- 
rods (6 ,9), semicontinuously-cast pipes (34), extruded rod 
(50), ironed tubing (48) and cold-drawn tubing (82,83,87)*
In all the above applications, the same basic assump­
tions were made; that the cylindrical body was isotropic, 
that the residual stresses were axisymmetric, and that the 
inner and outer surfaces were concentric at all times dur­
ing layer removal. The assumption of isotropy is clearly 
questionable in the last three examples, and the assump­
tion about concentricity, in the last two.
Two specimens are normally required for the complete
(12)
determination of residual stresses in a cylindrical body 
by the Sachs method; one for internal layer removal, and 
one for external layer removal. If only one specimen is 
available, it is necessary to estimate the residual stress­
es in the remaining wall thickness by linear extrapolation; 
a procedure which can often introduce errors where rapidly- 
changing surface stresses are involved. The following 
modification, proposed by Barker and Hardy (ll) and 
developed by Weiss (l6), improves the accuracy of residual 
stress predictions from incomplete strain measurements.
Equations 1,01 and 1,02 may be rewritten;
________________________________l os.
<r.
% -
---------- 1.04.
Since the expressions in the square brackets all — ^  
zero as yO —^  ^ (or ^  ^  CL ), extrapolation
may be replaced by linear interpolation between the last
( 1 3 )
measured value and zero at the outer (inner) surface* 
The equivalence of equations 1,03 and 1,01, and of 
equations 1,04 and 1,02, may easily be verified by 
substituting f and s , and
completing the differentiation. In the case of 
equations 1.04, and be taken as
minus one during this process, in accordance with the 
sign convention for external layer removal.
The determination of the gradients and
in equations 1,01 and 1.02 is usually carried out graph­
ically, from plots of ©d and against ,
In an effort to minimise the errors in this process, 
Buhler (49) adopted a step-wise approach.
If the interval from f » O to f is divided
into P equal parts the equations for internal layer 
removal may be written;
^ I ~ M t , ]
 ^  /05"
In the case of external layer removal, the interval 
from* fs-O to fs . i s  divided into N equal parts, 
and the subdivision is continued until *f^ is exceeded. 
In accordance with the sign convention: positive
(14)
for decreasing , equations 1.02 become:
. e‘[  nÿlA,., - t , , l  -  r - ^ X A ll
- f'06.
In Denton’s review (72), there is an error in the defin­
ition of N •
The following equilibrium conditions apply to the 
infinite residually-stressed cylinder:
JcTi..4f « o  ----------
=  o ---------------------- /.oS;
CT^ "ss O ^yO ss 4 — - —  — — - - -
^  ^  = yj. -----------------(,(0.
The first condition implies that the sum of the 
longitudinal stresses over the cross-sectional area of 
the cylinder must be zero, or that in a plot of 
, against ^  , the area under the curve on the tension
side must equal the area under the curve on the comp­
ression side. The second condition implies that the 
sum of the circumferential stresses across any
(15)
diametrical section must be zero (plot against yO ) ,
The third condition expresses the force equilibrium of the 
free inner and outer surfaces, and the fourth describes 
the interdependence of the radial and circumferential 
stress distributions.
It may easily be shown (49) that the Sachs equations 
fulfil all the above conditions.
The general form of the radial residual stress 
distribution is a smooth curve from zero at one surface, 
through a maximum (or a minimum), to zero at the other 
surface. The fact that the turning point
(from equation I.IO) has been suggested by Shur (l?) as 
a further means of checking the calculated stress values.
The validity of the curves for and
obtained from two identical specimens may be checked 
using the equation:
which follows directly from the expressions for 
in equations 1,01 and 1,02,
Large errors in may result if graphical methods
are used for the analysis of experimental data obtained 
from.discs or thick-walled cylinders. By using a poly­
nomial approximation for (based on a few measured
points, and the zero surface values) and the equilibrium
(16)
condition 1.10, Yakunin ( 18,19) obtained without
plotting the deformation curve. The polynomial approx­
imation was obtained by the method of least squares, 
and the calculations were simplified by rewriting the 
Sachs equations in terms of the dimensionless parameter 
.
Fourier series may be used for the mathematical descrip­
tion of residual stress and released strain diagrams.
Kobrin and Birulya (20) have recently shown that a given 
residual stress diagram may be expressed:
c r - = KM
-X
k-t k.^ 1 •*
— In.
where KM is the scale on which the diagram is plotted,
With the independent variable, and ^
and CT^  as the initial and final stress values, 
and may be written in the form:
'4 a) 7
[(fef- C f J V
To test the procedure, Kobrin and Birulya approximated 
four.different experimentally-obtained circumferential 
residual stress diagrams, which essentially covered all 
the basic types normally encountered, by 48—term series.
(17)
The number of terms in each approximation was reduced 
until the r.m.s, error relative to the 48—term series 
exceeded 9*8N/mm (ikg mass/mm ), The most difficult 
curve to approximate was found to be the circumferential 
residual stress produced in a case-hardened disc, 
annealed at 150*C (fig,2 ), for which at least twenty- 
four terms were required.
By substituting the expression 1,11 into the approp­
riate equation from 1,03 (or 1,04), and integrating, the 
mathematical equivalent of the original deformation 
measurements was obtained. In the case of the 24-terra 
approximation to fig,2 , the maximum discrepancy between
the measured and calculated values was less than 10^, and 
in the other three cases this was less than 39&#
Standard programmes were produced for the computation 
of the Fourier coefficients, the residual stress functions, 
and the strain functions, and the method was applied to a 
number of practical problems. For example, the mathem­
atical equivalent of the residual stresses in ingots was 
used to predetermine final stress levels in finished 
parts, and the strains which would be produced during 
manufacture. The authors found that a certain amount of 
control over the final stress level could be exercised by 
judicious machining,
Kôbrin, Proshko and Sorkin (2l) have used an analog 
computer for speeding-up residual stress calculations. 
Their structure diagram for equations 1,01 is
( la )
reproduced as fig,3 « The experimental plots for ôd
and JLq were converted to a suitable form for process­
ing, by piecewise-linear approximation. The method was 
applied to the calculation of the residual stresses in a . 
a roller-hardened steel cylinder 156mm in diameter and 
134mm long.
In addition to the above refinements, a number of new 
applications for the Sachs technique have recently been 
developed,
Peiter (22,23) has derived equations which make poss­
ible the determination of torsional residual stress in 
cylinders. In the case of the hollow cylinder of fig.4 , 
the residual shear stress "C t.c determined from
measurements of ^  , the relative angle of twist of
the end-faces during layer removal, by using either of 
the following equations:
~^ Lc - i  Qr Ta I —1. ). 1
T lc = deel
6 X. and denote the angle of twist per unit length
( ) in the case of internal and external layer
removal, respectively. If it is assumed that the torque 
released by layer removal produces the condition of pure 
shear in the cylinder, then;K *
(19)
where denotes the shear strain on the outer surface
during internal layer removal, and the shear strain
on the inner surface during external layer removal* 
Equations 1,12 and 1,13 may therefore he rewritten:
 ^ 4^ 74''  ^h-././s:
The surface shear strains and Yy may be
determined by mounting three strain gauges in the long­
itudinal, circumferential and 45^ directions, and using 
the strain transformation relation;
L ,  = +- L
^  2. z.
The method is unaffected by the presence of the direct 
stresses CT^ , and , and may also be
applied to solid cylinders by putting (X^ rx, O in equation
1.13.
The torsional residual stresses produced in springs 
during manufacture have been investigated by Murakami 
and Fujitani (24), Removal of uniform layers from the 
outer surface of the springs by acid-etching produced 
changes in length X  » which were magnified I50 times 
by the lever and mirror system shown in fig,5 » and
continuously monitored. The following formula was 
derived to relate the shear stress at radius yO to 
the measured extension:
(20)
^  .....
^  is the mean radius of the spring coil and K?
the effective number of turns*
The authors chose to neglect the possible presence of 
triaxial residual stresses CH* , (Tic, and (TJg in the 
spring-wire. This could affect the accuracy of the pro­
cedure, since the release of the stress could also,
contribute to the extension X  #
It has already been noted that equations 1.01 and 1,02 
are limited to elastically isotropic materials, Doi and 
Kataoka (25) and Olson and Bert. (26), working independ­
ently, have recently modified the Sachs analysis so that 
triaxial residual stresses in polar-anisotropic (ortho­
tropic) cylinders may be determined. In the case of 
internal layer removal, the modified equations (25) are;
 _________ l.)7.
(21)
/ ^
where L =
\  '
Using the sign convention: positive for decreas­
ing yO , the equations for external layer removal (25) 
become :
cTc * _  J. 1
=
I . I S
The original Sachs formulae may be obtained as a special 
case, by substituting Sy =. %. = £  and
either of the above sets of equations.
If the presence of annual-rings and cardinal-points 
are ignored, and macroscopic average values of the elastic 
compliances in the longitudinal, circumferential and 
radial directions are taken, a tree-trunk may be consid­
ered as a polar-anisotropic body (25), and equations 1.1? 
and 1,18 may be used to determine growth-stresses,
Large errors can result (26) if the basic Sachs 
equations are applied to cylindrically-orthotropic
(22)
materials, although, in the case of thin-walled tubing 
( greater than 0,9), errors are generally small*
One application of the basic Sachs technique not 
already mentioned, is in the investigation of residual 
stress in cylinders which have been built up by welding.
It is necessary to assume that the built-up cylinder is 
isotropic, or that the deposited metal has the same 
elastic properties as the material of the original cylin­
der, Ksendzyk (27) describes a comparative study of the 
circumferential residual stresses produced in rolling- 
mill rolls built up by the electroslag and the submerged- 
arc deposition processes. In each case the grades of the 
deposited and original steels were identical. Results 
indicated that the arc-deposited metal contained tensile 
residual stresses, while the electroslag-deposited metal 
contained compressive stresses,
A disadvantage of the Sachs method is that the specimen 
must be destroyed to obtain the necessary experimental 
data, Dekhtyar, Temrin and Petrov (28) have overcome 
this problem in the case of built-up cylinders by monit­
oring the surface strains during metal deposition. With 
the assumption that the built-up cylinder is isotropic, 
the technique is equivalent to the Sachs method in 
reverse, and a careful choice of strain-variables and 
sign convention produces equations which are identical in 
form»to equations 1,01 and- 1,02,
In the case of external deposition up to radius fe
(23)
on a cylinder with initial radii CL and h (fig,6 ), 
the values of the strain parameters 06^  and ^
are determined from strain measurements at the bore. If 
the strain-variables ’*  ^ *
where oCaK and represent the values of ^ayO
and on addition of the final layer, are chosen, and
the sign convention; negative for increasingyO 9
is adopted, the residual stresses in the deposited metal 
may be determined from the equations:
which are identical in form to the original Sachs 
equations for external layer removal.
In the case of internal deposition down to radius 
(fig.7 ), (^by, ~ deter-
mined at the outer surface. With the sign convention 
negative for decreasing yô , the residual stresses may 
be determined from the equations:
siu.
 /,%0.
(24)
which have the same form as the Sachs equations for 
internal layer removal.
The residual stresses in deposited coatings are gener­
ally always of the same sign (33), so that as deposition 
proceeds, balancing reactive stresses build up in the 
original cylinder. In the longitudinal direction, either 
uniform tensile or uniform compressive stress is produced, 
while in the circumferential and radial directions, unif­
orm pressure stresses are established.
In an earlier paper (29) Dekhtyar, Andreichuk and 
Beznosov, considered the possibility of determining long­
itudinal residual stress in the case where the coating 
and the original cylinder had different elastic moduli.
The method developed was, however, limited in applic­
ation to long cylinders and rods of small cross- 
sectional area, since the effect of circumferential and 
radial residual stresses on the calculation, was not 
considered•
The complete solution to the problem of determining 
triaxial residual stresses in bimetallic cylinders was 
finally obtained by Dekhtyar (30), using a layer- 
removal approach.
The method is based on the assumptions that the 
resi*dual stresses are axisymmetric, that the interface 
between the dissimilar metals is clearly defined, and 
that no axial slippage or radial separation of the two
(25)
parts can occur. In view of the complexity of the final 
equations, the following general parameters are defined 
for the cylinder of fig,8 :
A =• { I -/l|)
6 -  ( l<-^-t ( b
C. * e ^ (  t u  f ;
3) - ------------- /,2./.
In the case' of internal layer removal (fig,9 ) (X^
is replaced by the general radius yO , so that the 
parameters A  and become and ^
With positive for increasing yO the residual
stresses up to the interface (i.e. for A, ^  ^  ),
may be determined from the equations:
<77 ______________ ____
<r, . - fM£im
4 ty ^
2  k'
0'^  = — -—  . A(g).C ^
M* Mb «*» *—  ^  W  M  «Ml ■« M» I •
Beyond the interface (i.e. for k <  y) 6 ), 0%.
ermi
(26)
^2 and may be det ned from equations 1,01 ,
with £  and replaced by and * Abrupt
changes in gradient of the experimental plots of •
and may be expected as a result of the discon­
tinuity at rs k. •
In the case of external layer removal (fig, 10 ) A? 
is replaced by yO in equations 1*21, so that and
C- become and ♦ With positive
for decreasing yO the residual stresses down to the 
interface (i,e, for h, ^ ^  ^  kt ) may be determined from
A.cQ>)-t &H.1> 7 J,.
4 u y  J" '
~ —— . âiî.(âl±Jÿà^  j0
- / .23.
Beyond the interface (i,e, for k ), equations
1,02 with E. and yM replaced by 2/ and yM| 
should be used.
The method is of considerable practical importance, 
and may be applied, for example, to bushings, to lined 
bearings and to cylinders built up by various processes 
such as filling, metallization, electrolysis and welding,
(27)
Recently the method has been generalised to W 
layers by Deev (31), to make possible the determination 
of triaxial residual stresses in multi-layer components. 
The final equations, which are identical in form to 
equations 1,22 and 1,23, are omitted here, for the salce 
of brevity.
Typical examples of multi-layer bodies are; high- 
frequency induction hardened shafts and axles, built-up 
cylinders with corrosion-resistant or wear-resistant 
coatings, and tree-trunks, when the presence of annual- ~ 
rings is considered,
Deev describes an experimental investigation of the 
residual stresses in 53mm diameter built-up cylinders 
manufactured from steel by automatic welding. Examination 
of the specimens indicated that three distinct layers 
existed; the welded layer, the heat-affected zone, and 
the base material.
In all the investigations discussed so far, the 
distribution of the stresses and has
been assumed to be axisymmetric, Lambert (32) has 
extended the Sachs technique so that antisymmetric 
longitudinal residual stresses in round bars (produced by 
plastic bending) can be determined. The method is based 
on the assumption that the relief of the longitudinal 
stresses (fig,11 ), which are antisymmetric
( “ I ' by boring-out, produces simple
bending of the remaining bar,
(28)
If the antisymmetrical longitudinal strain at distance 
k  from the nuetral axis ( ÿ c. 0 ) is then:
B X  *
where HZ — Z2Z is the second moment of area
A"
of the bored-out cross-section.
Equation 1,24 is a Volterra integral equation of the 
first kind, and is best solved (32) by a finite difference 
approach.
The method is limited to long solid bars or long thick-
walled cylinders to which the simple bending assumption
might be expected to apply. It may, however, be used in
the presence of axisymmetric triaxial stresses since the
if
antisymmetrical longitudinal strain may be easily
distinguished.
1,03. RESIDUAL STRESSES IN THIN-WALLED TUBING,
The residual stresses in thin-walled cylinders or 
tubing have been the subject of many investigations. 
Although some studies of quenching and machining stresses 
have been carried out (35,64), most interest has been 
centred on drawn tubing and the effect of the various 
drawing variables on the final residual stress distrib- 
ution (36-40,82,87).
(29)
It is generally recognized that the longitudinal and 
circumferential residual stresses in hollow-drawn or sunk 
tubing vary in an approximately linear manner from high 
compressive stresses at the bore, to high tensile stresses 
near the outer surface, with a rapid stress reversal 
frequently evident in the outermost layers where the 
material has been almost in contact with the drawing-die, 
Loxley (87) obtained results which suggested that these 
surface stresses in mild steel tubes were affected by 
friction and could be reduced by the use of an efficient 
drawing lubricant.
In the case of plug-drawn tubing, overall stress levels 
tend to be lower (36,37,22) and more variation in the form 
of the stress distribution has been observed* If the 
process is carried out with little reduction in wall 
thickness the stress distributions which result, tend to 
be similar to those in sunk tubing (37,82),
The mechanism by which residual stresses are produced 
during tube-drawing is well known, and is best explained 
(37), by considering that the tubing is composed of a 
large number of concentric, perfectly smooth, elemental 
layers of equal thickness. The maintenance of dimen­
sional compatibility during reduction, results in the 
occurrence of plastic deformation of varying severity 
in adjacent layers, and the final residual stress pattern 
is established by elastic relaxation on emergence from 
the die,
(30)
In the particular case of sunk tubing (fig,12 ), the
drawing (longitudinal) stress for the layer 1, is small
c
while the compressive circumferential stress is near the 
yield value (37)* As a result, the longitudinal strain is 
small, and the constant volume requirement during drawing 
is met primarily by wall thickening. Since:
J>o - 2 Ai, . 2>g
i>j -  z a !
the percentage reduction for layer 2, is greater than 
that for layer 1, A higher drawing stress is therefore 
required, and consequently a greater elongation results. 
Layer 2, must therefore be forcibly shortened to fulfil 
the condition of dimensional compatibility at the inter­
face, As a result, a residual longitudinal tension is 
induced in the first layer. Repetition of this reason­
ing with layers 3,4,etc., leads to a longitudinal 
residual stress distribution which varies from tensile 
at the outer surface to compressive at the inner surface. 
The circumferential and radial residual stresses develop 
in a similar manner. The forcible longitudinal shorten­
ing of layer 2. with respect to layer 1. causes it to 
expand circumferentially and radially, so that a residual 
circumferential tension is established in the first 
layer, and a residual circumferential compression is 
established in the second. Repetition of this reason­
ing with layers 3,4,etc., again results in tensile 
residual stress at the outer surface and compressive 
residual stress at the bore. The tendency of each layer 
to expand radially is accounted for partially by wall
(31)
thickening, and partially by the development of a radial 
residual stress distribution which is entirely compress­
ive except for the zero surface values.
In the case of plug or mandrel drawn tubing, the 
presence of the plug or mandrel prevents wall thicken­
ing, and friction at the various interfaces has a 
significant effect on the relative elongation of adjacent 
layers. Since the frictional resistance at the plug or 
mandrel is generally higher than at the more easily 
lubricated die, the outer layers tend to be deformed 
more than the inner, and a reversed residual stress 
pattern can result (37,36),
Knights (82) found that one of the most important 
variables in determining the magnitude of residual 
stresses in steel tubes was the ratio of sink to draft 
(or the proportion of the reduction of area achieved by 
diametral reduction to that obtained by reduction in 
thickness). This was subsequently confirmed in the case 
of the circumferential stresses in 70/30 brass tubing 
by Meadows (36) who showed that the maximum observed 
tensile residual stress in both sunk and plug-drawn 
tubing was related to the strain disparity (= ^ reduction 
in bore - ^ reduction in outside diameter),
In contrast to Loxley*s findings. Meadows found that 
lubrication, by lowering the emergent surface temperature 
of the tubing, tended to produce higher overall stress 
levels than were produced by dry-drawing,
(32)
Misra and Polakowski (37)* have recently described the 
results of a comprehensive study of the various tube- 
drawing processes, with a view to the in-process 
manipulation of stress levels. Plug-drawing, mandrel- 
drawing and sinking were the main subjects studied, but 
the effects of reeling and rock-rolling were also invest­
igated to a limited extent. The materials used were 
304 and 321 stainless steel, Incoloy 800 and cold-drawn 
copper. Overall stress levels were found to be signif­
icantly lower in plug-drawn tubing than in sunk tubing, 
with intermediate stress levels produced by rock-rolling. 
Drastic reductions in the stress levels in mandrel-drawn 
'tubing were effected by tandem drawing using a second, 
low-reduction (2^) or skin-pass die, with a 1® taper.
In the case of plug-drawn tubing, tandem drawing was 
found to reduce the average stress levels and reverse 
the sign of normally tensile surface stresses, but in 
the case of sunk tubing, tandem drawing had little bene­
ficial effect, and high stresses were always observed.
The recent papers by Buhler et.al* (38-4o) report the 
effects of plug-drawing, sinking and expanding on the 
residual stresses in tubing produced from a variety of 
steels including 9SMn28, 9SMnPb28 and 9CrMo9 10, and 
discuss the possibility of calculating the stress levels 
with the aid of dimensionless parameters.
Despite the large amount of information available 
about the effects of altering the conditions of manu­
facture on the final residual stress distribution in
(33)
drawn tubing, there are certain aspects of the actual 
process of residual stress determination in such tubing, 
which have received little attention.
In all the above investigations, either the Sachs or 
the Davidenkov technique was used for the analysis of 
experimental data. In almost every case the following 
assumptions were accepted without question; that the 
tube material was isotropic, that the inner and outer 
surfaces were concentric, and that the residual stresses 
were distributed axisymmetrically,
The possibility that directional variation of the 
elastic properties might occur in tubing drawn with 
large reductions does not appear to have been considered 
in the literature, and only Knights (82) has questioned 
the assumptions about concentricity and axial symmetry.
Since the modified Sachs equations 1,17 und 1,18 may 
be used at any stage to correct strain data obtained 
from tubing previously thought to be isotropic, for the 
effects of anisotropy, an investigation of this point 
was not thought to be worthwhile. Information on 
experimental methods of determining the elastic constants 
in orthotropic cylinders can be found in ref,26,
Although it has long been recognized that tubing drawn 
under commercial conditions almost always exhibits some 
degree of eccentricity (the normal commercial tolerance 
for wall thickness variation in drawn tubing is -10^),
(34)
only Knights (82) has considered the possible effect of 
such eccentricity on the determination of residual 
stresses.
The most interesting features of Knights*s work on 
eccentricity are discussed in a later section. It is 
sufficient for the purposes of the present section to 
reproduce his conclusion - that the effect of eccentricity 
on the bending deflection method of residual stress 
determination could be neglected in tubing with an initial 
wall thickness variation of less than -5?^ , provided the * 
common practice of etching one specimen from the outside 
and one specimen from the inside was adopted,
Knights also considered the possibility that signif­
icant circumferential variation of the residual stresses 
might occur in drawn tubing, and suggested that the 
occurrence of plastic bending at entry and exit from the 
drawing-die might result in an overall longitudinal 
residual stress distribution similar to the familiar 
pattern shown in fig,13 • He was, however, unable to
obtain experimental evidence which confirmed the exist­
ence of such a stress distribution.
In view of Knights*s results using bending deflection 
methods, it was felt that an investigation of the effect 
of eccentricity on the determination of residual stress 
in drawn tubing by the Sachs method, and a detailed 
examination of the circumferential variation of the 
deformations produced on cutting specimens to length
(35)
and on layer removal, might yield some interesting 
results.
1,04. OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESEKT WORK.
(a) The development of experimental techniques for 
cutting thin-walled tubing to length and for layer 
removal,
(b) The development of a technique for the detection 
and measurement of small longitudinal and circumferential 
variations in the effects of cutting-out and layer removal,
(c) A theoretical investigation of the effect of eccen­
tricity on the determination of residual stress by the 
Sachs method,
(d) An experimental investigation of the effect of 
eccentricity on the determination of residual stress in 
drawn tubing by the Sachs method,
(e) An experimental investigation of the longitudinal 
and circumferential variation of the deformations produced 
on cutting drawn tubing to length,
(f) A critical evaluation of the bending deflection 
method in the presence of eccentricity.
(36)
(g) An examination of possible alternatives to the 
conventional Sachs and Davidenkov techniques, in the 
presence of eccentricity.
The tubing used in the experimental work was manu­
factured by Yorkshire Imperial Metals from de-oxidised 
non-arsenical copper, by the following production 
schedule :
3*^ round billets, pierced to 3,3" bore, 
drawn *hard* two passes, 
annealed at about 650*C,
drawn *hard* two passes to 2"I,D,, 2,125*'0,D,
The metric equivalents of the above final sizes give: 
a, = 25*40mm, b = 26.99mm, = 26,20mm and ^  = 0,94l
(37)
SECTION 2.
APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES,
(38)
2.01. INTRODUCTION.
It is the purpose of this section to provide a general 
description of the various experimental techniques and 
items of apparatus used in conducting the investigation 
outlined in section 1,04. More detailed information on 
particular aspects of individual experiments will be 
found in sections 4 and 5.
It is convenient to divide the section into three 
parts; the first part dealing with the process of cutting 
specimens, the second with the process of layer removal, 
and the third with the process of strain measurement.
2.02. SPECIMEN CUTTING.
In order to carry out the investigation of specimen 
length described in section 4 it was necessary to devise 
a suitable technique for cutting the thin-walled copper 
tubing ( ^  = 0.94i) to length. Although this operation
could easily have been performed on a lathe it was felt 
that the degree of clamping necessary to hold the 
specimen might introduce unwanted stresses (?2), In 
order to avoid clamping difficulties, the possibility of 
using acid-etching was considered. This method had been 
used successfully by Loxley (80,8l) but proved to be 
extremely laborious, especially since an even finish on 
the end-face was required on all specimens.. The 
possibility of using a standard hacksaw was also
(39)
considered, but rejected, since it seemed desirable at 
that point to avoid performing any operations on the 
tubing which were asymmetrical.
The apparatus shown in fig,l4 was devised to rotate 
the tubing against a high-speed screw-slotting cutter.
In this way, the cut took the form of a narrow (0,25mm) 
groove which could be gradually deepened by turning the 
hand-wheel H, The speeds of the tube and the contra- 
rotating cutter were 20 r,p,m, and I5OO r,p,m* respect­
ively, and a plentiful supply of (Rapid-Tap* fluid was 
used as coolant. The final drive to the rotating tubing 
was accomplished by means of the specially adapted gear­
wheel shown in fig.15 , and power was transmitted to
the cutter by means of a flexible shaft. Since the 
torque required to rotate the tubing against the cutter 
was relatively small, only light clamping by means of 
the socket screws was necessary. The tubing was sup­
ported in four bearings (fig,l6 ) which could be moved 
longitudinally and locked in any desired position. Each 
was equipped with spring-loaded rollers and a removable 
top half, which was also spring-loaded. Lateral move­
ment of the tubing during cutting was prevented by using 
two of the adapted gear-wheels back-to-back against the 
bearings, with large nylon disc-washers. interposed to 
reduce friction. The apparatus was powered by a 0,17 h.p, 
electric motor with reduction gearing to the tubing and 
a difect drive to the cuttôr. With this arrangement 
each cut on tubing with ^  = 0,941 and — 26,20mm
took about four minutes to complete. Any attempt to
(40)
reduce this time tended to cause excessive vibration 
because of the coupling between tube and cutter.
2.03. LAYER REMOVAL.
An excellent summary of the various techniques avail­
able for layer removal can be found in Denton*s review 
(72).
Acid-etching was chosen for the present work since 
it was known (80,81,88) to be an almost stress-free method 
of layer removal, and also since its use would avoid all 
difficulty over clamping the thin-walled copper specimens,
A further advantage, discovered in the course of the 
experimental work, was that layer removal could be contin­
ued down to wall thicknesses of 0,01mm ,
The main difficulties with acid-etching are in the 
achievement of a uniform rate of dissolution all over the 
exposed surface, and in the prevention of unwanted 
corrosion.
Preliminary experiments with copper specimens sus­
pended vertically in beakers of acid indicated that the 
reaction rate increased with depth within the acid, and 
•'therefore that the best method of achieving uniformity of 
layer removal was to rotate the specimen about a horizontal 
axis while etching was in progress.
(41)
The most suitable rate of dissolution was achieved 
with 50^ 0 nitric acid at a temperature between 30-35*0.
It was therefore necessary to find a stopping-off compound 
which would adhere to copper and resist this solution. The 
proprietary stopping-off waxes favoured by previous 
investigators (80-82,88) were felt to be unsuitable on 
account of their low melting-point (37*0)• The compound 
finally selected was the I.C.I, silicone rubber 
*Silicoset 100*. This proved to be completely unaffected 
by prolonged exposure to the etchant, and bonded strongly 
to the copper specimens when used in conjunction with the  ^
appropriate I.C.I, primer.
A three-quarter sectional elevation of the acid bath 
developed for layer removal is shown in fig.17 . Apart
from the stopcock and the heating tubes which were glass, 
the entire apparatus was constructed from perspex. Power 
was transmitted from a slow-speed motor/gearbox outside 
the bath (fig,18 ) to the spindle, on which a specimen 
would normally be mounted, by means of the perspex gear­
wheels. The spindle (fig,19 ) was mounted on two split 
bearings 305mm apart, and could be removed and replaced 
easily. Although similar in certain respects to an 
apparatus used by Botros (48) for etching steel cylinders, 
this arrangement had in fact been constructed before 
Botros*s paper was obtained.
The motor/gearbox output speed was 1 r.p.m. with the 
direction of rotation automatically reversed every half­
revolution, by the mechanism shown in figs.18,20,21 «
(42)
With, a 1:2 step-up gear ratio the spindle revolved at 
2 r.p.m. and was reversed every revolution, this being 
necessary to avoid winding the strain gauge leads into the 
acid bath. The reversing mechanism, which consisted of two 
microswitches back-to-back and wired as shown in fig,21 , 
was operated by the rotating arm on the motor shaft coming 
into contact with the vertical trigger-pin. The movable 
arms were held in contact with adjusting screws by the 
spring-loaded microswitch buttons B, and when properly 
adjusted, a small lateral movement of the trigger-pin was 
sufficient to reverse the direction of rotation of the 
motor.
In view of the known toxicity of mixtures of oxides 
of nitrogen (brief exposure to 200 p.p.m, can be fatal), 
an outlet was provided from the acid bath to a fume 
cupboard extractor through flexible plastic piping. This 
proved to be an extremely effective method of containing 
the toxic fumes; the partial vacuum maintained in the 
apparatus when the cover plate was in position on the 
observation hole, was so large that the bath lid could not. 
be removed.
Acid was supplied and extracted through the glass 
stopcock by means of the arrangement shown in fig,22 \
by using either the compressed-air supply, or the suction 
•'provided by a tap-mounted air ejector, it was possible to 
fill or drain the acid bath rapidly. The capacity of the 
carboy when two-thirds full was 20 litres and that of the 
acid bath when filled to the 150mm level, about 18 litres,
(43)
The acid was stored permanently in the carboy when not in 
use •
The acid was heated by passing hot water through 
twenty-two, bore glass heating tubes, which were
arranged along the bottom of the acid bath, as shown in 
fig,23 • These were sealed on the outside of the bath
with *Araldite* and on the inside by a solution of perspex 
in chloroform (which proved to be ideal for all sealing 
purposes within the bath). A continuous circulation of 
hot water at 4^*0 was maintained by the apparatus shown in, 
fig,24 , which consisted of two IkW thermostatically-
controlled bath heaters arranged in parallel, and a by­
pass valve. The capacity of the system was approximately 
28 litres, with small additions being necessary from time 
to time to replace evaporative losses. With this arrang­
ement, 18 litres of acid could be heated from 12-31*C in 
twenty-five minutes.
The general arrangement of the whole apparatus is 
shown in fig,25 • An auxiliary fume extractor pipe was
suspended near the acid bath since it was occasionally 
necessary to remove the bath lid while etching was in 
progress, A levelling platform for the acid bath was also 
provided.
For reasons which will be discussed in section 2,04, 
it was'necessary to remove the specimens from the acid bath 
to measure the strains produced by layer removal. To 
facilitate this process, each specimen was mounted in a
(44)
sealed unit which was easily removable from the spindle.
In the case of internal layer removal, the first stage 
in the construction of the sealed unit was to mount a 
perspex disc or end-ring at each end of the specimen.
After priming the surfaces indicated in fig,26a , the
the specimen and end-ring were placed in their correct 
relative positions on a polythene sheet which had been 
lightly smeared with 'Durofix* to provide a temporary seal. 
Using a small syringe, the 9*5mm-wide annular space so 
formed, was filled with overthinned *Silicoset 100* sol­
ution (obtained by mixing 6ral of *Silicoset 100* with an 
equal volume of the I.G.I, thinning fluid PIII/5OO and 
adding one drop of curing agent *A*), After curing was 
complete (overnight at room temperature) the polythene 
sheet was easily peeled off, leaving an acid resistant 
joint between the specimen and the end-ring which was 
extremely flexible (fig,36 ). When both end-rings had 
been attached in this way the sealed unit was completed 
by mounting the specimen inside a large perspex cylinder 
as shown in figs,27,28,29 , The manner in which the
strain gauges were installed and protected, will be 
discussed in section 2,04, The completed unit was 
mounted on the spindle by means of two perspex supports 
as shown in figs,30,31 •
For the case of external layer removal, end-discs 
were fitted inside the specimen, as shown in fig.32 ,
Basically the procedure was the same as for the end-rings, 
except that the annular space between the end-disc and
(45)
the outer ring was filled with overthinned *Silicoset 100* 
before the specimen was lowered into position. Both the 
outer ring and the polythene sheet were easily removed 
after curing, leaving the end-disc mounted as shown in 
fig,32c , To avoid an air-lock when fitting the second
end-disc, the disc with the holes for the gauge leads was 
always fitted first,. The completed, sealed-unit for 
external layer removal is shown in fig.33 • The four
locating holes enabled the unit to be fitted easily onto 
a modified spindle, as shown in figs,34,35 •
Although,.under normal circumstances, contact with 
the acid only occurred when inserting or removing the 
sealed units from the drained bath, rubber gloves were 
worn at all times when working with the etching apparatus. 
As a further precaution, several litres of dilute potassium, 
hydroxide solution were kept nearby in case of spillage*
An investigation of the uniformity of internal layer 
removal from two copper specimens with - 0,941,
= 26,20mm and ^  = 182mm was carried out by
measuring the change in wall thickness A/fl at the fifty- 
six evenly spaced points indicated in fig,37 > after a
period of acid attack. The initial wall thickness at 
the points 9-48 was obtained by linear interpolation 
between the end values on the same generator, and the 
..change AA- was measured after cutting the specimen into 
seven lengths of 26mm , The wall thickness reduction was 
24^ in the case of the first specimen and 81^ in the case 
of the second specimen, and there was no sign of prefer—
(46)
ential etching in either case. The A A  values were 
randomly distributed as shown in fig.38 . The wider
scatter obtained in the case of the first specimen was 
almost certainly due to local inhibition of the reaction 
by surface dirt. In subsequent experiments the surface 
to be exposed to the acid was always thoroughly cleaned 
and degreased.
In the case of internal layer removal, the bore 
radius yA , was determined using the formula:
/ *  - "
which follows directly from fig,39 • IV represents
the weight loss of the sealed unit, CO the weight 
density of copper and jtj the reduction in specimen 
length (since the end-faces as well as the bore of the 
specimen were exposed to the acid).
For the case of external layer removal, the radius 
y/O of the outer surface after a period of acid attack 
was determined in a similar manner from the expression:
which follows from fig,40 .
Both W  and were measured when the sealed
units were removed from the acid bath for strain measur­
ement; W  after every etch, by using a pan balance, and
(4?)
less frequently, by means of a steel rule, A plot 
of jCI against IV obtained from a specimen with
- 0,94-1, = 26,20mm and = 208,8mm is shown
in fig.4l , Intermediate values of jLi were taken from 
this curve.
The accuracy of equation 2,01 was checked by using 
the values of and for the two specimens
concerned in the investigation of the uniformity of layer 
removal. In the case of the first specimen (2k% wall 
thickness reduction) the difference between the calculated^ 
value of A A  and the mean of the measured values was 
1^, and in the case of the second specimen (81^ wall 
thickness reduction) the difference was less than 0,5^ ,
The feasibility of using a chemical volumetric 
analysis for the estimation of tV was also studied.
The technique examined was the iodine-thiosulphate 
titration method described in ref,4l , Although it was 
possible to estimate the copper content of a sample^to 
within 4^ 0,5^ , it proved difficult to obtain a represent­
ative sample from the acid bath and to estimate the total 
volume of etchant, so that the overall accuracy was -3^ ,
2.04, STRAIN MEASUREMENT,
Since the proposed investigation was likely to 
involve the detection and measurement of small longitudinal 
and circumferential variations in the effects of cutting-
(48)
out and layer removal, the strain gauge method of strain 
measurement was chosen. Micro-Measurements series EA—09 
epoxy-backed 120 ohm gauges, which were temperature- 
compensated for copper, were used in conjunction with a 
Philips P9205 portable strain recorder (repeatability 
-5 X 10 ^), and a Earnell 7*5 volt D.C. stabilized power 
supply. Gauge lengths of 6.35mm and 2,29mm (0,250** and 
0 ,090*’) were chosen,, the larger gauges being used mainly 
in preliminary experiments, A balanced half-bridge circuit 
using a common dummy was employed for all strain measure­
ments.
Preliminary experiments were conducted to examine 
the feasibility of continuously monitoring the surface 
strain while layer removal was in progress. These 
experiments were carried out in conjunction with the 
examination of the volumetric method for estimating \V 
and it was hoped that a rapid method of determining 
residual stress could be developed by combining the two 
techniques. Unfortunately the heat of reaction liberated 
as the copper dissolved made it impossible to equalize 
the temperature of the test and dummy specimens, although 
both were submerged in the same solution, and no useful 
results were obtained.
Since stability of the gauge zeros was of prime 
’importance, a discontinuous technique was adopted, and, 
as mentioned in section 2,03 » the specimens were mounted 
in easily removable, sealed units which were washed and 
dried before the strains produced by layer removal were
(49)
measured. As an additional precaution against zero drift 
due to changes in ambient conditions, a constant temp­
erature chamber was constructed in which the dummy 
specimen remained permanently, and to which the test 
specimens were returned after each etch,
A disadvantage of the discontinuous strain measuring 
circuit is that some means must be found of disconnecting 
and reconnecting the active gauges without introducing 
resistance variations. The figures recently quoted by 
Peekel (42) illustrate the magnitude of the problem; for 
a balanced circuit using 120 olim gauges with gauge factor 2 , 
a change in resistance of 0,00024 ohm is equivalent to 
1 microstrain, Denton (72) quotes an example where 
silver-plated brass plugs gave a repeatability better than 
il microstrain, while Knights (82) elected to solder and 
resolder the connections every time. Lynch (69) describes 
a method for immersing the leads in small pots of mercury, 
but gives no figures for repeatability. The technique 
used in the present work was to solder a spade connector 
on the end of each gauge lead, as shown in fig,42 , and
to make the connection to the bridge circuit by means of 
screw-down terminals. Since only three such terminals 
were provided on the strain recorder, the small terminal 
box shown in fig,44 was constructed to enable the test 
specimen to be removed or replaced without disturbing the 
■’Connections to the dummy. By degreasing each spade 
terminal before every measurement, a repeatability better 
than -2 microstrain was obtained. The arrangement shown 
in fig,45 was used to minimise the possibility of
(50)
corrosion of the spade terminals by stray fumes or 
accidental spillage while etching was in progress.
The adhesive used for all strain gauge installations 
was a liquid hardener/liquid resin of the *Araldite* range, 
formulated to be dimensionally stable over long periods. 
This required 2-4 hours to set, and an overnight cure 
during which, externally-mounted gauges were held in 
position by a rubber pad and •Sellotape’, and internally- 
mounted gauges by a small clamp specially designed for 
the purpose. All gauge leads were P,V.C ,-covered 7/0,1mm,. 
and a thin layer of overthinned *Silicoset 100* was used 
to protect the gauges and their soldered connections 
against humidity or accidental corrosion.
In the investigations described in section 4 , all the 
gauges were mounted, wired-up and protected before the 
specimens were cut from the parent tubing. During cutting, 
which was performed with the apparatus described in 
section 2,02 , the gauge leads and spade connectors were 
wrapped round the outside of the tubing and covered with 
polythene sheeting and P.V.C, tape. Once the specimens 
(lA-1,lA-2,2A-1 and 3A-1 in figs,63,64,65) had been freed, 
it was necessary to cut the gauge leads in order to 
construct the sealed units for internal layer removal.
The manner in which the leads were rejoined and the join 
protected is illustrated in fig,43 . The sections of
I
the gauge leads exposed to the etchant were additionally 
protected by 1mm bore P.V.C. sleeving, and the sealing at 
the end-ring was 'Araldite*,
(51)
In the case of external layer removal (specimen 2B-1
in fig,6lc ) it was necessary to cut the specimen to
length before the strain gauges could be mounted.
Three sectional views of the constant temperature 
chamber are shown in figs.46,4?,48 , The innermost tank
was constructed from 2,5mm brass, and the walls, roof and 
floor of the controlled air space from 1mm brass. The 
capacity of the water jacket was 56 litres, with the 
temperature controlled by a sensitive IkW heater/stirrer 
unit, A small propeller assisted air circulation within 
the controlled space.
The most effective control was achieved with the 
apparatus set about 15*C above room temperature; fig,49 
shows the frequency distribution of 302 measurements of
chamber temperature taken over a period of two weeks at a
nominal setting of 33*C@
The general arrangement of the strain measuring 
circuit is shown schematically in fig,50 . Although 
errors can occur with this type of circuit if the active 
and dummy gauge leads differ in length (42) these were 
effectively eliminated by using the constant temperature 
chamber.
Recently (43) some doubts have arisen about the 
stability of Micro-Measurements series EA epoxy-backed 
strain gauges. It should therefore be pointed out that 
all gauge installations used in the present investigation
(52)
were zero-checked over a length of time at least equal 
to the expected test duration, and the maximum observed 
drift was less than 10 microstrain.
(53)
SECTION 3.
THE EFFECT OF ECCENTRICITY ON
THE DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL
STRESS BY THE SACHS METHOD.
(54)
3.01. THE ECCENTRIC CYLINDER.
The cross-section of an eccentric cylinder or tube 
may be represented, as shown in fig.51 , by the area 
between two non-concentric circles radius A. and h 
( CL less than k ), where the centre distance C 
does not exceed the difference of the radii.
The eccentricity of the cross-section, denoted by 
(2. , is defined by the equation;
from which it follows that ^  varies from zero to one 
as C  changes from zero to i> — CU •
Expressed as a percentage, ^  represents the 
maximum deviation of the wall thickness from the mean 
value jp— # The normal commercial tolerance for wall 
thickness variation in drawn tubing (section 1,03 ) may 
therefore be expressed: ^  ^  0.10 .
The removal of uniform layers from either (or both) 
surfaces of an eccentric tube does not change the centre 
distance, but increases the eccentricity. If the internal 
radius increases from to yO then:
€ (f) =
k-/)  ------------3.02,
or in the case of layer removal from the outer surface:
(55)
-------------- 3.05.
In ÇL uniform tube, the wall thickness J\ , defined
as the distance between two parallel tangents, is easily 
measured by a standard tube micrometer. In the eccentric 
tube, where the axes of the two cylinders which form the 
inner and outer surfaces do not coincide, the precise 
definition and measurement of the wall thickness /A ^  
is not so straightforward (82), If the angular position 
of the point P in fig.52 is defined by the angle Q 
from maximum wall thickness, then must be defined
as the distance PQ . Since the tangents at P and Q are 
not parallel, it is clearly difficult, if not impossible, 
to ensure that the hemispherical anvil of the tube 
micrometer makes contact with the inner surface exactly 
at the position Q • If, however, C  is small compared 
to Cl and h , the error produced by this tendency of 
the inner anvil to ‘wander*, will be small, and may be 
neglected.
It may easily be shown from fig,52 that:
»
w/Ap % fc —  jT ^ C  Ccsff]
and if C is very much less than CL :
Jxff =  y ~ a. +  c. C£3- &
= Cb—O ( I +
(56)
S'04‘,
and if the internal radius is increased from &L to y# 
then Î
Mq- tz (  h-yO ) [  I -i- ^Ç )^. ^  9 ]
10Ç
3,02. THE ECCENTRIC CYLINDER UNDER UNIFORM 
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PRESSURE.
The theoretical investigation described in this 
section was carried out to assess the effect of the 
increase in eccentricity which occurs on layer removal, 
on the determination of CT^ and by the Sachs
method.
Whereas the analysis of the radial deformations 
produced in a uniform cylinder by internal or external 
pressure represents a relatively simple problem in polar 
co-ordinates, the solution in the case of the pressurised 
eccentric cylinder requires the use of the bipolar, co­
ordinate system (44,46,4?), which is a system of curvi­
linear co-ordinates derived from the bilinear transform­
ation or mapping;
mmm
(57)
where ^  -s. CC4-vL. ^  , and k  is a positive real
length.
^  =  06 -t-iyS
s+>.jc =  s, *  r,. ex/) (i^, )
2 - i k  = .
oC+iy6 =  i*?- "  =
and using the property of the logarithmic function that ;
jUiL IV =  M ^ l w j  -t
then:
it follows that ;
0
so that:
JOl(V -
yâ =  (j', -  ^ 2.  'S.OŸ.
The general scheme of the co-ordinates in the complex 
2  -plane is shown in fig,53 , which has been adapted
from an illustration in ref,44 , The distances and
^2 provide a means of fixing the point P relative to 
the two origins 0 and 0* (47), It may be shown by
expressing and yô in terms of the Cartesian co­
-ordinates OC and ^  that the curves in the %  - 
plane corresponding to oC = constant are a set of co­
axial non-concentric circles having 0 and 0* for limiting 
points (fig,54 ), and that the curves corresponding to
(58)
yâ = constant are circles passing through 0 and 0*, 
cutting the first set of circles orthogonally.
By limiting oC to positive values in the range 
^  ^  ^  possible to define the cross-
section of an eccentric cylinder.
Both Jeffrey (44), using classical elasticity theory, 
and Stevenson (46), using complex potential theory, have 
obtained solutions in bipolar co-ordinates for the surface 
stresses and displacements in the pressurised eccentric 
cylinder.
It may be shown (44) for the cylinder of fig,55 that 
the circumferential surface stresses at the points Q and P 
are given respectively by the expressions:
+ ..........
-     ,10,
where :
By putting ✓4^  or ^  equal to zero in turn,
h
(59)
the effect of internal or external pressure, acting 
alone, may be examined. With = 0 , equations 3,09
and 3,10 reduce to
"f
If A. and L denote the radii of the curves
and O^y f and C- denotes the distance between their
centres, then it may be shown (44) that:
“ "'f* J 1
(h\^)lb^-(A4cf-][L*--(c-cf]
ft L 6Y; -
(h'^ 4-A)£p_ g +c j  ^ -cyj
from which the distribution of the circumferential stress­
es on the inner and outer surfaces may be calculated, for
the case of uniform internal pressure,
Coker and Filon (45) verified equations 3,13 and 3,l4 
experimentally by comparing measured and calculated values 
of and y at the points D,E,F and G in
fig.55 , for four cases in which CU , h and C
(60)
were varied over a considerable range. In all cases 
excellent agreement was found.
With = 0 in equations 3*09 and 3 * 10 it may
similarly be shown (44) that the surface circumferential 
stresses in the externally pressurised cylinder are:
■  ......
= - t ,  -  L ? .
 .......... •376.
In the case of the residually-stressed eccentric 
cylinder, equations 3.13-3 #16 may be used to assess the 
uniformity of the stress or pressure applied by layer 
removal, and hence, to assess the uniformity of the stress 
components and (appendix 3 ) $
If ^  and denote the surface strain
parameters for internal and external layer removal respect­
ively, then by replacing Cl » (internal layer removal) 
or y , (external layer removal) by the general radius 
yô , equations 3.14 and 3.15 may be written:
Cc(^) = - 2 c . 'If'-c) ^
(kV/ ) £ fcU lf~cT2
a ^ y >  < k-c   ---377^
(61)
-A^[a-t2c.csi^
C14C </> :^  6  3./S'.
So that the uniformity of the stress or pressure 
applied at one boundary, at each stage of the layer
removal process, may be investigated by comparing the 
measured and calculated values of at the other
boundary.
From the point of view of practical strain measure­
ment, the definition of angular position by means of 
and (fig, 55 ) is not convenient. If 9^ and Qy
are defined as indicated, it may be shown (appendix 4 ) 
that :
'Zhcdh&i, -h[ p _
and if the dimensionless functions and
are defined by the expressions :
(62)
1 M  -  t>’ [  t  -  IftS)] (/.V)'-}
i ^ + f ’ }[b'^-(f+<-)^][ P -  // -c) jf
k - c    -3,2i
then equations 3*17 and 3.18 may be written:
fk. -Ta  _..3,Z3.
Given the initial dimensions f h and C and
a number of angular positions or 9^  at which
the surface stress value is required, the calculation of 
the functions carried out in
two stages, as follows:
(a) The determination of or
at each position or for a range of yC^
values, using equation 3«19 or 3*20 .
(b) The substitution of the values yO ,
or J> , equation 3,22 or 3.21 ,
It is convenient for the purposes of this calculation
to rewrite equations 3.19-3 * 22 in terms of the dimen-
*
sionless radii or • In the case of the
iexpression for this leads to:
(6 3)
^ ^ 4 ' < / - S r   i z T .
b b b
An experimental investigation of the surface stress 
distribution produced by removal of uniform internal 
layers from a residually-stressed specimen with 
= 0,941, = 3.553 X 10*”^  and )£ = 0,06 was carried
out, and will be described in section 5 •
The calculation of » at each stage of
the layer removal process, was a necessary preliminary 
to an examination of the data obtained, Since C was 
very much less than CL or i? , it was assumed during 
this calculation that = (9^ = &  » Table 1
shows the values of py (^b)^) ^ number of 9
values at each of the following stages of layer removal:
= 0 .9 4 0 (0 ,0 0 5 )0 ,9 7 0 (0 ,0 0 2 )0 ,9 9 0 (0 .0 0 1 )0 , 9 9 5
13The mean value of each stage
shown in the row marked P  ,
The angular positions ^  were chosen, with the 
exception of 0  = 90®, 180® and 270®, to correspond t<
the positions of circumferential strain gauges on the 
test specimen (table 3 )•
(64)
Fig,56 shows plotted against Q for
a range of values. It is clear that the variation
of the circumferential stress on the outer surface increases 
rapidly as approaches the limiting value I
(= 0,9965)» and that the maximum value of stress always 
occurs at minimum wall thickness. For = 0,94-0 and
0,995 the circumferential stress on the outer surface at 
minimum wall thickness is respectively I6 times and 688 
times the applied internal pressure.
The values of for 0  = 90® and 27O®
are numerically equal to the ratio of the circumferential 
stress on the outer surface to the applied internal 
pressure obtained using Lame's equation for a uniform 
cylinder with a wall thickness equal to the mean wall 
thickness of the eccentric cylinder.
Table 2 was obtained by recalculating part of table 1 
in the form ^bt^/h)^')y/ • The additional columns
for /Yy = 0 ,973» 0,980 and 0,985 were obtained by linear 
interpolation. The significance of this table will be 
discussed in section 5 in relation to the measured strain 
distribution on the outer surface of the test specimen.
By extending the calculation of to
include /Yy values less than 0.94l, the circumferential 
surface stress variation produced by uniform internal 
pressure in thicker cylinders with the same centre distance 
may be investigated. It is clear from fig,56 that in 
cylinders with less than 0,9, the inner and outer
(65)
surfaces may be regarded as concentric without signif­
icant error.
3.03. THE SACHS METHOD IN THE PRESENCE 
OF ECCENTRICITY.
(a) Circumferential and radial residual stresses.
Since even the application of a uniform radial stress 
or pressure to an eccentric cylinder will produce 0  - 
varying circumferential stresses on both boundaries, it 
is clear that stress components of the type CT ^ (append­
ix 3 ) will vary with 0 in the presence of eccen­
tricity, It follows from the equation:
(S' -h ^  ^
that the stresses relieved in all layers (with the 
possible exception of the first) will vary with 0  , and
that the effect will be cumulative as layer removal 
proceeds, and eccentricity increases.
Under these circumstances the determination of 
and <5^  represents a difficult task. The extent to 
which the Sachs analysis can be applied in practice is 
investigated in section 5 •
(b) Longitudinal residual stress.
The determination of (Sj^ in the presence of eccen-
(66)
tricity is complicated by the fact that longitudinal 
shearing actions must be considered. Since the response 
of a given section of the tube wall to the longitudinal 
forces applied by layer removal will obviously depend 
on the local wall thickness, it is clear that longit­
udinal shear stresses will develop as the variation in 
JllQ increases, and that the effect will be amplified 
by the presence of circumferential variations of CT^  .
The possibility of applying a simple modification 
of the Sachs analysis which takes account of wall 
thickness variation, but not shear stresses, is examined 
in section 5 •
(67)
SECTION 4.
AN INVESTIGATION OE THE EFFECT
OF SPECIMEN LENGTH.
(68)
4.01. INTRODUCTION.
It is assumed in the derivation of the Sachs 
equations that the cylinder length is infinite. Since 
in any practical application of the technique a specimen 
of finite length must be used, it is clear that the 
effect of specimen length on the residual stress 
determination is of fundamental importance.
Since complete relief of the longitudinal residual 
stress must take place at the free surfaces created
by cutting-out, it follows that a region of stress disturb­
ance must exist in the vicinity of the end-faces of any 
cylinder of finite length. The extent of this region of 
stress disturbance is dependent on the character of the 
longitudinal residual stress distribution and, in the 
case of hollow cylinders, on the ratio of ,
In order to obtain an accurate estimate of the 
residual stress distribution in a long (infinite) cylinder 
from measurements made on a relatively short specimen, it 
is necessary that the specimen length should be sufficient 
to avoid overlap of the regions of stress disturbance 
and to provide a central region, several times the gauge 
length, in which no stress disturbance takes place.
Over the years, a number of investigations of the 
effect* of specimen length have been carried out, Sachs 
and Espey (64) suggested that a specimen length of 
between two and three times the diameter was suitable,
(69)
Buhler (49) showed by some careful experiments on quenched 
steel cylinders that a length/diameter ratio of two would 
suffice in the case of solid or thick-walled ( - 1 )
cylinders, and that even shorter specimens might be used 
if = 1.5 • Botros (48) used a length/diameter
ratio of two for aluminium and mild steel tubes with 
in the range 5-10 , and more recently Osakada, Shiraishi 
and Oyane (50) used the same figure for specimens of 
hydrostatically-extruded copper rod,
A theoretical analysis by Kawagoe (51) indicated that^ 
a minimum length/diameter ratio between 2 and 2,25 should 
be used, and this figure was subsequently (52) verified 
experimentally for solid steel cylinders,
A recent investigation by Hanke and Tiemann (53) of 
the longitudinal distribution of the surface strains 
produced in case-hardened steel cylinders by "end-facingf 
confirmed a minimum length/diameter ratio of two for 
solid or thick-walled ( = 1 ) cylinders. With
strain gauge pairs mounted as shown in fig,57 the 
cylinders were progressively shortened by removal of 
material from end *A* « In all cases, the measured
longitudinal and circumferential strains were found to 
vary identically with the distance X. , and the 
relationship :
1 _  e ^ . ( ~ 0  ZS5'x.)
.............. 4.0/
(70)
where represented the undisturbed stress level,
was found to describe the longitudinal residual stress 
variation in the vicinity of the end-faces. It is clear 
from fig,58 that the stress disturbance produced by the 
'end-facing* operation rapidly decreased, and was 
negligible for greater than 30mm (i.e. %  ^  ^  in
the case of the solid cylinder, or Z3C ^  in the
case of the hollow cylinder).
4.02. THE DETERMINATION OF A SUITABLE 
LENGTH FOR THIN-WALLED SPECIMENS.
Since most of the available data on the effect of 
specimen length had been obtained from solid or thick- 
walled cylinders which had been quenched to obtain an 
axially symmetrical, residual stress distribution, an 
investigation of the effect in the case of thin-walled 
drawn tubing ( “ 16,5 )» in which circumferential
and longitudinal variations of stress might be present, 
was carried out,
(a) Theoretical considerations,
If it is assumed, as a first approximation, that 
the residual stresses present in a thin-walled tube 
( '^11 ) axisymmetric and do not vary with
length; the surface strains and deformations produced by 
a cut at right-angles to the axis of the tube may be 
predicted by the theory of beams on an elastic found-
(71)
ation (54,96).
It follows from the longitudinal equilibrium 
condition I .07 that no direct longitudinal force, only 
a bending moment will be produced on making a cut at 
right-angles to the tube axis. If this bending moment 
(produced by the complete relief of the approximately 
linear longitudinal residual stress distribution) is 
denoted by M  per unit length of circumference,
and the inward radial displacement of the tube wall is 
denoted by (fig,59) > then it may be shown (55)
that :
i(Sx)
 ...........4 ..Z
where : r=i ^ CSSÔX. -
and : 6^^ =
It follows from axial symmetry that:
________
is a rapidly damped oscillatory curve of
wavelength 52C. (fig,60 ),
&
With = 16.5 and = 26,20mm, it may be
shown that |3 - 0,199™™ ^ , and it is clear from fig,60
that for OC greater than (or or 31,6mm)
(2»
the disturbance produced by the cut will be negligible,
(72)
(b) Experimental investigation.
Preliminary theoretical consideration based on the 
assumption of complete axial symmetry and of an approx­
imately linear longitudinal residual stress distribution, 
indicated that the region of disturbance produced by a 
cut at right-angles to the axis of a residually-stressed 
tube with = 16,5 extended on either
side of the cut. Since this result was in agreement with 
the figures mentioned in section 4,01 for solid and thick- 
walled cylinders, it appeared that a length/diameter ratio 
greater than two was universally applicable.
The following experimental work was carried out on 
thin-walled drawn tubing to determine whether circum­
ferential variations in the effect of cutting-out 
occurred.
Two 4,57™ lengths of 'hard* copper tubing with 
- 0,941 or = 16,5 , and = 26,20mm were
marked-off as shown in fig,6la • By designating one 
end of each length as * end-1 * and numbering each sub­
division as shown, a record was kept of the position each 
individual specimen occupied in the parent tubing.
Three lengths (629™™) were carefully cut
-from tube * A* using a hacksaw and a plentiful supply of 
coolant. The clamp shown in-fig,66 was adjusted until 
rotational movement of the tubing was just prevented.
Tests indicated that this method of clamping introduced
(73)
no additional stresses.
Measurement of the circumferential variation of the 
wall thickness at both ends of each 12^ ^  length 
showed that the centre distance C  (and therefore the 
eccentricity) changed slowly over the combined length of 
* with C  = 0 ,098mm, 0 ,097™™ and 0 ,096mm 
for tubes lA, 2A and 3A respectively. No significant (^) 
rotation of the axis of symmetry of the cross-section was 
observed. Fig,62 compares the circumferential variation 
in wall thickness at each end of tube 3A , The angle 0  
was measured from maximum wall thickness in a clockwise 
direction, looking on end-1 .
Strain gauges were applied to the outer surfaces of 
the three tubes at the positions shown in figs,63,64,65 
The gauge positions on tube 2A were chosen so that the 
longitudinal distribution of the strains produced by 
cutting specimen 2A-1 could be examined, while those on 
tubes lA and enabled the investigation of the circum­
ferential variation of the strains at the mid-sections of 
specimens lA-2 and 3A-1 , The angular position of each 
gauge on specimens lA-2 and 3A-1 is shown in fig,67 and 
table 3 respectively, as before, the angle ^  was 
measured from maximum wall thickness in a clockwise 
direction, looking on end-1 • All the gauges on tube 2A, 
•and the single gauge pair on specimen lA-1 were mounted 
on the'generator of maximum wall thickness.
The gauges were protected by applying a coating of
(74)
'Silicoset primer* followed by a tliin layer of 
'Silicoset 100* which had been overthinned with the 
silicone fluid FIII/50O as described in section 2,03 •
All strain measurements were made with the tubing 
in the constant temperature chamber*
After noting the gauge zeros for a period of fifty- 
eight hours, during which time the maximum observed drift 
was 3 X 10 ^ , the first cut was performed on tube 2A 
using the apparatus described in section 2,02 * The 
distance JX from each gauge to the new end-face was
measured and is shown in fig,63b . After returning the 
tube to the constant temperature chamber, the longitud­
inal and circumferential strain changes were measured 
and repeated until constant (thermal equilibrium was 
reached in less than two hours due to the relatively 
small thermal capacity of the thin-walled copper tubing). 
The results obtained are shown in fig,68 , It is clear
that the extent of the region of disturbance was far 
greater than the theoretical predictions of section (a) ,
The gauges were rezeroed and the whole procedure 
repeated for the second cut. The distance X  for each 
gauge is shown in fig,63c and the measured strains and 
surface stresses in fig,69 • Although the extent of the
■’region of disturbance was almost identical to that pro­
duced by the first cut, the magnitude of the disturbance 
was almost doubled.
(75)
The overall effect of the two cuts was to apply
2 2 
19»4N/mm longitudinal compression and 3*7N/mm circum­
ferential compression at maximum wall thickness on the 
mid-section of specimen 2A-1 #
Using the same experimental technique, tubes lA and 
3A were subdivided as indicated in figs,64,65 • The
surface strains and stresses produced by each cut on 
tube lA are shown in table 4 while those produced at 
mid-section on specimen 3A-1 are shown in figs,70-74 ,
(c) Discussion of results.
The results obtained from tube 2A showed that the 
stress distribution produced by 'end-facing*, greatly 
exceeded the theoretical predictions of section (a) ,
The extent of the region of disturbance (approximately 
250mm or ) appeared to be a function of the
tube dimensions, rather than the stress level at the 
cut section.
The magnitude of the longitudinal surface compress­
ive stress produced by each cut decayed approximately 
linearly with OC as shown in fig, 75a , (2%.)
represents the surface stress produced at Dc from the 
end-face and , the surface stress produced at
= 0 .
Since the external effect of the relief of stress of 
one sense in a fibre by 'end-facing* is equivalent to the
(76)
application of an equal stress of the opposite sense, it 
follows from figs,68,69 that the residual stress which
existed in the outer layers at the first and second cut
2 2
sections was +12,5N/mm and +25*ON/mm respectively,
and also that the residual stress at the second cut sec­
tion before the first cut was made was:
+25.0 + 0.6x12.5 = +32,5N/mm^ (fig.75b ), Due to the 
proximity of end-2 , considerable stress relief must have 
occurred at both sections prior to the strain gauges 
being mounted, and it follows that neither of the values 
shown in fig.75b represents the undisturbed level of 
stress which was present in the uncut tubing. This point 
will be discussed more fully in section 4,05 •
Estimates of longitudinal curvature from diameter 
measurements indicated that longitudinal bending was 
negligible in tube 2A and therefore that the measured 
strains were the result of direct stress relief at 
maximum wall thickness. It followed from equilibrium 
considerations that direct stresses of the opposite sense 
should be present at other points round the circumference, 
and this was subsequently confirmed by the results 
obtained from tube 3A •
Even if allowance is made for the different position 
of each specimen relative to the ends of each 
length, it is clear that considerable variation of the 
effects of * end-facing* occurred from specimen to 
specimen. Table 5 shows the surface stresses produced 
at maximum wall thickness on the mid-section of each
(77)
specimen.
The highest stress levels occurred in tube 2A and 
the lowest in tube lA , Of particular interest were the 
unexpectedly large circumferential surface stress levels 
produced in specimen 3A-1 (figs,72,73 ), which indicated 
that considerable circumferential stress relief had 
occurred during both cutting processes. The sinusoidal 
nature of the distribution of these stresses and the fact 
that the cutting process had involved rotation of the 
tube suggested that periodic plastic deformation might 
have occurred during cutting. On further examination, 
this possibility was ruled out, since the stress 
distributions produced by each cut varied identically 
with 0  despite the fact that the tube orientation 
with respect to the clamps and the cutter, differed 
each time.
The only other possible cause of the type of 
deformation indicated in figs,72,73 was mismatch between 
specimen 3A-1 and the discarded sections on either side 
(fig,76 ), Measurement of the inside diameter at the 
mid-section confirmed that the cross-section of specimen 
3A-1 was distorted as shown in fig,77 , with the
maximum and minimum inside diameters occurring at 
Q  =s 30® and (180 + 30)* respectively. The mean 
inside diameter was found to be 50•821mm .
Theoretical confirmation that 
surface stress distribution
thfi fî-î-rmimf firfint-i a 1 
g / ^  shown in fig,74
(78)
was entirely due to the deformation of the bore of 
specimen 3A-1 from a perfect circle to the shape indicated 
in fig,77 » was obtained as follows:
The deflection of an elemental ring in the central 
region of a long, thin-walled ( ^  H ) cylinder,
is governed (56) by the equation:
B  A ' 4.04
where , the radial displacement of* the tube wall,
is taken as positive inward, and the factor 0  ^  occurs 
since lateral (longitudinal) curvature of the elemental 
ring is prevented. The minus sign on the right-hand side 
follows from the fact that the bending moment M e (9) is 
taken as positive when it produces a decrease in curva­
ture of the tube wall (fig.78 ),
It follows directly that:
I . 3
.........4.05.
and therefore that the circumferential bending stress on 
the outer surface is given by:
* * — " “ ~ -  4*.0o
(79)
Depending on the nature of the applied loading, 
circumferential direct stresses may also be present, 
and must be taken into account. For the loading system 
shown in fig,79 where the cylinder is compressed along 
a diameter by the forces P  per unit length, the 
circumferential compressive stress increases from zero 
at the points E and F to the value 0'^ ^ and
H, and it may be shown (56) that the circumferential 
bending moment varies sinusoidally between the
value at E and F, and *“ { | at Gz. (n j 7T /
and H • If these results are applied to specimen 3A-1, 
for which = l6,5 » it follows from equation 4.06
that bas the value 5/'é at E and F and
the value -f* at G and H, so that the direct
stress may be neglected in comparison to the bending 
stress without significant error.
It follows that the radial displacement of the tube 
wall may be related to the measured surface
strains by the expression:
h ^ 0 *  / ................
Fig,80 was constructed from the measurements of 
the inside diameter of specimen 3A-1 by assuming that 
the inward radial displacement of the tube wall 
'was equal to half the difference between the actual 
inside 'diameter and the mean inside diameter. Although 
this method of construction was based on the assumption 
that the uncut tubing had a perfectly circular cross-
(80)
section, and meant that > and therefore the
calculated value of Âp(^^y » was the average of the values 
at two points diametrically opposite each other, agreement 
between the measured values of and those calcul­
ated from equation 4.07 was excellent (fig,81 ), The 
values for were obtained graphically, and the
dQ
slight variation in wall thickness (-6 0^) caused by 
specimen eccentricity, was neglected.
If and represent the changes in the
diameters EF and GH under the action of the force P 
per unit length, then it may be shown (56) that:
4^"I - & ' ( ■ " ' § )
MM “
so that ^  may be determined if either or
A ] )
ôtH
EF
are known*
In the case of specimen 3A-1, “ —0,018mm
and = +0,017mm (fig,77 )» from which P  =
0,28N/mm or 0,29N/mm over the central region of the 
specimen length,
(d) Conclusions,
The longitudinal surface stress produced on 
cutting-out specimen 3A-1 appears to confirm the exist­
ence in drawn tubing of a type of longitudinal residual
(81)
stress distribution similar to that suggested by Knights 
(section I.03 ), with regions of direct stress of the 
opposite sense existing in equilibrium round the 
circumference•
The circumferential surface stress distribution 
obtained from the same specimen, which was shown to be 
equivalent to the application of two radial inward forces 
of O.29N per millimetre specimen length along the diameter 
at ^  = 30*, suggests the presence of circumferential
mismatch between adjacent lengths of drawn tubing,
4,03, INVESTIGATION OF THE RESIDUAL STRESSES AT 
MAXIMUM WALL THICKNESS IN SPECIMENS 2A-1, 
lA-1, lA-2 AND 3A-1,
Although theoretical considerations indicated that 
the region of disturbance for the tubing used should 
extend only from each specimen end, it appeared
from the results discussed in the previous section that 
almost total stress relief had occurred in the specimens 
chosen for further examination,
A comparative investigation of the residual stresses 
remaining at maximum wall thickness in specimens 2A-1, 
lA-1, lA-2 and 3A-1 was carried out by removing uniform 
internal layers from each specimen.
Using the apparatus described in sections 2,03 and
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2.04 the wall thickness of each specimen was reduced in 
small steps by acid-etching, and the longitudinal and 
circumferential strain changes on the outer surface were 
recorded. The number of measurements taken was twenty, 
twenty-one, twenty-eight and thirty, in specimens 2A-1, 
lA-1, lA-2 and 3A-1 respectively.
The surface stress parameters and
were plotted against the bore radius jO , and are 
shown in figs,82-85 . Although additional strain gauges
were mounted on specimens lA-2 and 3A-1, as part of the 
investigation of the circumferential variation of the 
residual stress in the tubing (section 5 )> only the 
results obtained from the gauges at maximum wall thickness 
will be considered in this section.
The residual stresses present at maximum wall 
thickness in specimen 2B-1, for which Ji, « '3-b^ , =
0,941 and C = 0 ,103mm (fig,6lc ), were investigated by 
removing uniform, layers from the outer surface. This was 
mainly to determine whether this method of layer removal 
was practicable, but also to compare the strains detected 
on the inner surface with those obtained by etching in 
the opposite direction. The values obtained for 
and ^ 4^  are shown plotted against decreasing yô in 
fig,86 # The excellent agreement between these curves
and those obtained from specimens lA-1, lA-2 and 3A-1, 
may be* taken as an indicatioli that no plastic deform­
ation occurred during layer removal,, a basic requirement 
in any experimental investigation of residual stress by
(83)
the Sachs method.
Despite the fact that considerable residual stress 
relief had■already occurred on cutting-out, it was clear 
that high stress levels still existed in all the specimens. 
Both the level and the distribution of stress showed 
little variation from specimen to specimen, except in 
the case of specimen 2A-1 ( ^  '2.^^ ) , in which reduced
stress levels were observed.
4,04. EXPLANATION OF THE SURFACE STRESSES 
PRODUCED BY 'END-FACING*,
Over the years, the experimental procedure described 
in section 4,03 has become the standard technique for 
assessing the minimum length/diameter ratio of specimens 
for residual stress analysis. It is based on the assump­
tion that reduced residual stress levels will be observed 
in specimens with a length/diameter ratio less than a 
certain 'critical* value.
Apart from the recent investigation by Hanke and 
Tiemann (53)» and the present work, no observations of 
the strains produced during cutting-out have been made.
The fact that the results discussed in section 4,03 
confirm the findings of previous investigators (48-52,64), 
while those discussed in section 4,02 appear to refute 
them, suggests that two distinct types of residual stress
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existed in the uncut drawn tubing; 'type A* or normal 
residual stresses on which cutting-out had only a local 
effect similar to that described in section 4,02a , and 
'type B ' residual stresses, hitherto unreported and 
almost completely relieved ^ in specimens with a y  A'
length/diameter ratio less than 5 #
On this basis the surface stresses shown in figs,68, 
69,72,73 would be the result of 'type B ' stress relief 
on cutting-out, while those in figs,82-85 would be the 
result of 'type A ' stress relief on layer removal,
A detailed examination of the 'type B ' residual 
stresses in specimen 3A-1 is presented in the following 
section. The 'type A* stresses in the same specimen will 
be discussed in section 5 , with reference to the results 
obtained from the additional gauges which were mounted 
round the circumference.
4,05, 'TYPE B' RESIDUAL STRESSES,
(a) Longitudinal stresses.
The results shown in figs,68,69 suggest that the 
extent of the region of disturbance of 'type B* 
longitudinal stresses by a cut at right-angles to the 
tube axis ( in the tubing tested), depended
upon the tube dimensions rather than the stress level 
at the cut section, and that the magnitude of the stress
(85)
relieved decayed linearly with OC, as shown in fig, 75a < 
If these two principles are assumed to apply to all the 
tubing tested, it is clear that the surface stresses 
detected at the gauged section after the first cut on 
tube 3A, represent approximately 60^ of the surface 
stresses released at the cut section. It follows that 
the longitudinal 'type B' residual stresses which existed 
at the cut section, may be represented by curve 2 in 
fig,72a , which was obtained from the curve for the 
surface stress at the gauged section, by multiplying 
by -1,67 * The fact that this curve is almost identical 
to that obtained for the total residual stresses 
released at mid-section (the dotted curve in fig,74a ), 
confirms that almost complete relief of the * type B * 
longitudinal stresses occurred on cutting-out specimen 
3A-1 .
Unfortunately, the undisturbed stress level which 
was present in the uncut tubing at the first cut section 
cannot be determined exactly since no measurements of the 
surface strains produced by the hacksaw cut between 
tube 2A and tube 3A were taken. An indication can how­
ever be obtained from fig,87a , by putting = 0, 10,
20, 30  N/mm , in turn, as shown in fig,87b , The
series of stress levels obtained with CT'* = 20N/mm^ 
appears to be the most likely, suggesting that the 
'undisturbed stress level at the first cut section on tube 
3A was*about 40^ higher than the measured value (curve 3 
in fig,72a ),
(86)
Irrespective of the exact value of the undisturbed 
'type B ' stress at the various sections, it is evident 
that considerable longitudinal variation occurred in 
the tubing tested, possibly associated with plastic 
bending during drawing, as suggested by Knights (section 
1.03 ), or perhaps with a variable frictional effect 
such as imperfect lubrication*
(b) Circumferential stresses.
The circumferential 'type B ' residual stress relieved' 
at any position 0  in specimen 3A-1 , may be determined
as follows:
Recalling from equation 4,06 that the circumferential 
bending stress on the outer surface of a cylinder with 
the deformation pattern is given by:
and noting that small variations in wall thickness may 
be accounted for by replacing ^  by .^g t
(provided *^11 ), it follows that:
and since the relief of residual stress of one sense 
in a circumferential fibre is equivalent to the 
application of an equal stress of the opposite sense,
y , the circumferential residual bending stress
(87)
which existed in the outermost layer prior to cutting- 
out, may be determined from:
Since large for the tubing used, it
may be assumed that the bending stress relieved at any 
section varied linearly through the wall thickness (96), 
so that » the residual bending stress relieved
at depth ^  from the outer surface (fig,88 ), may be 
obtained from:
4.08.
4 0 9 .
This equation makes possible the determination of 
the residual bending stress at any position from
measurements of •
Since 'type B* circumferential residual stresses 
arise because of circumferential mismatch between 
adjacent lengths of tubing, a certain amount of direct 
circumferential stress relief must always occur on 
cutting-out, if these stresses are present. However, 
in the case of specimen 3A-1 , the direct stress 
component has already been shown to be negligible in 
comparison to the bending component, so that equation 
4,08 may be written:
(88)
^  \ ......... 4J0.
and the 'type B' circumferential residual stress ^c(^) 
may easily be determined from fig.74b •
It is clear that 'type B ' circumferential residual, 
stresses vary with 0  and with , and also vary
linearly through the wall thickness. They appear to 
be relatively small in comparison to 'type B ' longit­
udinal stresses, and may even be negligible in the 
majority of cases,
(c) It is evident that the complete investigation of 
the 'type B ' residual stresses over a length of tubing 
would require a considerable number of strain gauges.
The arrangement shown in fig,89 would probably prove 
to be the most economical, since it would also provide 
several gauged specimens of suitable length for the 
complete investigation of 'type A' residual stresses 
(sections 5 and 6 ),
Provided the first cut is made at a distance of at 
least 5!^^ from the end of the tubing, subsequent 
cuts may be made with a closer spacing. The interference 
of the regions of disturbance of the longitudinal stress 
■'pattern may be accounted for as indicated in section (a).
Due to the relatively wide spacing of the cut 
sections the method is probably not the most sensitive
(89)
which could be devised for the investigation of 
circumferential 'type B' stresses, but since these 
appear to be relatively small in comparison to those in 
the longitudinal direction, it would probably be suitable 
in most cases.
The dimensions 5 ^ ^  and Sjbfyi apply specific­
ally to the tubing discussed in the present work, and 
would require preliminary investigation in any future 
work.
(90)
SECTION 5.
THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL VARIATION OF
*TYPE A* RESIDUAL STRESSES IN
SPECIMEN, 3A-1.
(91)
5.01. INTRODUCTION,
The object of the work described in this section was 
to investigate experimentally the circumferential vari­
ation of the 'type A* or normal residual stresses in 
specimen 3A-1 (for which = 0.941 and C = 0 ,096mm)
and to determine the extent to which the initial eccen­
tricity of the specimen (and its increase on layer 
removal) affected the surface strain changes. The poss­
ibility of using the Sachs method in the presence of 
eccentricity was also examined.
5.02, EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE.
Although the general experimental technique has 
already been outlined in section 4,03 in connection with 
the strains released at maximum wall thickness in 
specimens 2A-1, lA-1 and lA-2, certain aspects of the 
procedure in the case of specimen 3A-1 require more 
detailed consideration.
Twenty-six strain gauges, thirteen longitudinal, and 
thirteen circumferential, were mounted at mid-section in 
the angular positions shown in table 3 • Two (soldered) 
common terminals were used in wiring-up the gauges, one 
for the longitudinal gauges and one for the circumferential 
gauges. Care was taken to ensure that the length of each 
lead exactly matched the length via the common terminal, 
in order to avoid as far as possible, resistive imbalance
(92)
in the circuit.
Altogether, twenty-eight wires plus sleeving were 
led out of the end-ring in the manner indicated in 
fig,29 » and spade terminals were attached as described
in section 2.04; little difficulty was experienced in 
handling these leads except that the process of washing 
and drying the specimen proved somewhat tedious. During 
weighing, the leads were wrapped round the circumference 
of the perspex cylinder, and prior to each strain 
measurement, all the spade terminals were degreased using . 
carbon tetrachloride.
The wall thickness of the specimen was reduced in 
thirty stages of between 0,02mm and 0 .07mm by etching 
with 50^ nitric acid. The total weight of copper removed 
was 4,466n in 329 minutes actual etching time. The 
thickness of the first and last few layers removed was 
reduced in order to obtain extra measuring points 
(table 6 ), This was carried out, in the case of the 
first few layers, by reducing the length of each etch, 
and in the case of the last few layers, by dropping the 
acid level, so that the rotating specimen was only just
breaking the surface of the acid; a procedure which
minimised the possibility of plastic deformation occurring 
in the thin shell due to hydrostatic pressure (in the case
of external etching) or to the weight of acid it con­
tained' (in the case of internal etching). The acid 
temperature was maintained between 30*C and 35*C through­
out •
(93)
The change in specimen length due to etching of the 
end-faces was measured periodically and the length 
reduction JLj was plotted against the weight loss (// 
as shown in fig.4l • The manner in which this curve was 
used in the determination of y) has already been 
discussed in section 2,03 *
One complete cycle i.e. etching, washing, drying, 
weighing and the measurement of strain occupied about 
three hours, on average., Previous experience with the 
constant temperature chamber suggested that gauge zero 
drift would be less than 10 microstrain during the five 
consecutive days needed to complete the whole series of 
readings•
The longitudinal and circumferential strains 
and released on layer removal are shown in
table 7 • These were plotted against &  (not shown), 
and from the curves, the circumferential distribution of 
the parameters and was obtained. The
curves for '^ C[9)y^  and <(^(9)^ against & for all 
thirty stages of layer removal are shown in figs,90-119 • 
The circled points represent the surface stresses 
produced at ^  = 0*, 90*, 180* and 27O on specimen 
lA-2, these were obtained by linear interpolation between 
two measured values when the stages of the etching
process did not coincide,
*
Figs.120,121 were constructed to show more clearly 
the sequence of events which occurred during layer removal
(94)
Periodically, the sealed unit was rotated 180® about 
its axis in the constant temperature chamber. This was 
carried out in order to determine if any additional 
stresses were imposed by the specimen bending longit­
udinally under its own weight. The changes in the 
surface stress parameters detected at maximum, minimum 
and mean wall thickness are shown in table 8 , and are
clearly negligible at all stages in comparison to the 
changes produced by layer removal.
The restraint imposed by the 'Silicoset* mountings 
after the thirtieth etch (when = 250 and
= 2000 approx, ) was investigated by carefully cutting 
them away with a scalpel and allowing the specimen to 
rest in the cylinder on the perspex end-rings. The 
changes in surface stress which resulted, are shown in 
fig,122 , The circumferential stresses are clearly a
result of the specimen 'sagging* under its own weight, 
and indicate that the major effect of the mountings was 
to preserve the circular cross-section at each end of the 
specimen. Apart from the high circumferential compressive 
stress at minimum wall thickness, which could be the 
result of local yielding, the effect of freeing the 
specimen is everywhere small in comparison to the effect 
produced by removal of the thirtieth layer.
5.03, ''TYPE A' LONGITUDINAL RESIDUAL STRESSES,
It is clear from figs,90a—119a that the circum-
(95)
ferential variation of the longitudinal surface stresses 
produced by layer removal increased progressively as 
and increased. Up to the tenth etch no significant
circumferential variation of was observed.
Beyond this point a definite pattern began to emerge, with 
stress peaks occurring at regular intervals round the 
circumference. By the sixteenth etch, peaks were evident 
at 0' =0®, “4-5*, -90*, il30* and 180* and the overall
stress distribution was clearly symmetrical about the 
axis of symmetry of the eccentric cross-section. On 
further layer removal, the magnitude of the stress vari­
ations increased, but no new stress peaks appeared, A 
considerable degree of symmetry about the position Q = 
0* was maintained throughout the remaining etching 
processes. Three stages in the development of the 
longitudinal surface stress pattern are shown in fig,120 ,
The circled points in figs,90a-119a represent the 
results obtained at Q = 0*, 90*, 180® and 270® on 
specimen lA-2 , Up to the twenty-fifth etch, agreement 
at all points is excellent. Beyond this point, the 
surface stresses detected at minimum wall thickness begin 
to diverge, probably due to the occurrence of plastic 
deformation in either or both specimens.
At first sight the uniform distribution of 
obtained during the first ten etches suggests that no 
significant variation of the longitudinal residual stress 
occurred in this region of the specimen. However, this 
data may also be interpreted as suggesting that the
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specimen was initially insensitive to small circum­
ferential variations in the loading applied by layer 
removal•
Apart from an overall symmetry with respect to the 
position ^  =0®, the magnitude of the changes in
surface stress on layer removal appeared to be unrelated 
to the variation in wall thickness as predicted by 
equation 3.05 . Up to the nineteenth etch, the process of 
layer removal produced only compressive surface stress 
changes at all points round the circumference. Beyond 
this point tensile surface stress changes began to occur 
at the positions (9 = —45* and -I30* , while compressive
surface stress changes continued to occur at all other 
points. By the twenty-fifth etch, tensile surface stress
_  4. o
changes were occurring at all points except y  = -90 , 
and after the twenty-sixth etch, all surface stress 
changes were tensile.
Even without the additional complexity introduced 
by the variation of yO and , and the constantly-
changing loading system, the problem of the thin-walled 
cylinder under the action of a Q  -varying longitudinal 
load, represents a fairly advanced application of shell 
theory (57)» it being necessary to take account of 
longitudinal shearing actions in addition to normal 
stresses. It is therefore extremely unlikely that an 
exact determination of the 'type A' longitudinal residual 
stresses which were present in specimen 3A-1 could be 
carried out using the data of figs,90a-119a » The
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possibility of applying an approximate method, which 
accounts for the wall thickness variation, but not the 
shearing actions, is examined in the remainder of this 
section.
The Sachs analysis (appendix 3 ) may be modified and 
applied to the results obtained from specimen 3A-1 if the 
presence of longitudinal shearing actions is ignored.
This obvious approximation, which is equivalent to 
assuming that the thin strip at position 0  in fig,123 
behaves independently of all other thin strips when the 
residual stress ^(9) is relieved, may be justified on 
the grounds that it enables some account to be taken of 
the effect of wall thickness variation on the results, 
without introducing complex mathematics.
The longitudinal residual stress the
position yO may be determined from the equation:
^ u ( & )  =  ^ L ( e ) ^ ( T ^ l 9 ) ...........
where is the stress present in the small arc
y^.ùkO of the layer of thickness at radius
on its removal, and i® the stress induced at
the position yOy^ by removal of internal layers up
to radius ^  .
If longitudinal shearing actions are ignored, it 
may be'assumed that the stress present in the
small arc *hlQ is redistributed uniformly over the
area ABCD on removal of the layer at radius , It
(98)
follows that
where A i s  the change in surface stress at 
position ^ ,
So that :
ffu(9) =  A q .
Lf>
it follows that! cr'/g) - e [ Me,. à^(9)k<>
^ ....
It follows from the definition of that;
and since:
^l (9) = € ^1(9) ,
where / is the stress induced at the position
yOy (9 by removal of the layer, thickness , at the
radius yO^^yô . Since the stress relieved in the 
small arc y^^. niay be assumed to be uniformly distrib­
uted over the area A'B'GD it follows that:
so that: *
or: ^<^[9} =  --S.o3
and using equation 5«01 it follows that:
(99)
J
Ay) O ^ ---- S.04-,
Figs, 124-127 show ^9)l^ plotted against yô at 
the positions 0 = 0*, +45®, -45*, +90*» -85®, +130*,
-l40* and 180* , with the curve for Q- = 0  repeated for 
easier comparison. These curves show clearly the way in 
which the various stress peaks developed, with the close 
correspondence during the first few etches giving way to 
wide variations as layer removal proceeded. The relative * 
magnitude of the wall thickness at the positions ^  =
0®, 45®, 90®, 130® and 180® at various stages of layer 
removal is shown in fig,128 which was constructed using 
equation 3*05 • Apart from a general tendency towards 
larger changes in gradient as 0 —^  and ^  / ,
there appears to be little connection between the curves 
in figs, 124-127 and the variation of . Fig,128
does however indicate the need to take account of wall 
thickness variations, especially as approaches the
limiting value ^  or 0,99^5 •
The determination of the gradient was
carried out by a step-wise technique which used the marked
points in figs,124-127 rather than the trend curves.
This produced the scatter in the final curves for
which are shown in figs,, 129.—132 • Again the curve for
o
0  = 0 is repeated to facilitate comparison.
The most striking feature of the various curves for
(100)
is their similarity. During the early stages 
of layer removal, this is almost certainly the result of 
neglecting longitudinal shearing stiffness, and in 
consequence, assessment of the true magnitude of the 
circumferential variation of near the inner
surface is difficult. However, the close correspondence 
of the curves in the later stages of layer removal, when 
the resistance to longitudinal shear-type deformations 
appears, from the measured strain changes, to have been
reduced, suggests that the circumferential variations of
in this region were relatively small. This, in 
turn, suggests that the wide variation in magnitude of the 
surface strain in the later stages of the experiment was 
the cumulative result of relatively small variations in 
stress in the layers removed previously, rather than the 
result of large scale local stress variation.
The overall impression conveyed by the results is of
relatively small but definite stress variations occurring
at the same angular positions in consecutive layers. The
greatest changes in stress occur at the positions 0  =
0® and 0  = 180®, and in identical pairs at -45*, -90*
+ oand -I30 , so that the axis of symmetry of the eccentric 
cross-section is also an axis of symmetry for the stress 
variations. The basic radial distribution of ,
which may be taken as the average of all the curves shown 
•in figs,129-132 , indicates that compressive stresses
existed in the inner half of- the wall thickness, with 
tensile stresses in the outer half.
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To obtain the undisturbed distribution of longit­
udinal residual stress, the 'type 13' stresses released 
on cutting specimen 3A-1 to length, must be superimposed.
It is clear from fig,72a that tensile stresses of
2 2 2 magnitude l^M/mm , 7N/mm and 12N/mm must therefore be
added at the positions Q  = 0®, +45* and 180®, and that
2 2compressive stresses of magnitude 13B/mm and 8N/mm must 
be added at the positions 0  — +90® and +I30® respect­
ively.
5.04, 'TYPE A' CIRCUMFERENTIAL AND RADIAL 
RESIDUAL STRESSES.
The circumferential surface stresses produced on 
layer removal are shown in figs,90b-119b , Circum­
ferential variations of stress could just be discerned 
from the sixth etch onward, and six distinct stress peaks 
were visible by the twelfth etch. The mean circumfer­
ential surface compression at this point was approx- 
imately 7,5N/mm , By the twenty-second etch, additional
stress peaks had developed at 0  = 60® , 90®, 120® and
l4o® and the mean circumferential surface compression 
had increased to 15N/ram , No further stress peaks 
formed beyond this point, although those already present 
increased rapidly in magnitude. The mean surface 
•compression gradually declined and tended to zero as
«approached the limiting value 0,99^5 • No obvious 
axis of symmetry was found to exist, and the results 
showed little agreement with those obtained from
(102)
specimen lA-2 , which are indicated, as before, by the 
circled points.
Following the method of Sachs, the relief of the 
circumferential and radial residual stresses and
in an eccentric cylinder may be represented by 
the equations:
=  <=^c[9) +  <d(9)  _  ^
" " — — - _ _ Q
* ^p.(&) +■ ....... ..... s-06.
//
where the components CT represent the stresses 
existing in a particular layer as it is removed, and the 
components represent the stresses induced in the
layer by removal of previous layers.
In section 3 it was shown that the circumferential 
stress produced on the outer surface of an
eccentric cylinder by the application of a uniform 
internal pressure could be determined from the
equation 3*23 :
e%(&)
Since the effect of layer removal from a residually- 
stressed cylinder is equivalent to the application of a 
uniform pressure to the newly created surface if, and 
only if, the stress components (y are uniform, the 
above equation provides a means of examining the uniform­
ity of the eccentric cylinder at
(103)
each stage of layer removal.
If, at a given stage of layer removal, the stress 
components and IqJ are independent of 0
it follows from equation 3*23 that the general form of 
the distribution of should be similar to that
shown for fig* 56 • To facilitate the
comparison of theoretical and experimental data, equation 
3*23 may be rewritten in the form:
M   .
' I
so that by using the mean value of a set of
experimental points, their actual distribution with 
respect to 0  may be compared to the distribution which 
would be produced by a uniform stress applied at the bore.
Fig* 133 shows a plot of against for
specimen 3A-1 , the circled points indicate the values of 
after the tenth, eighteenth, twenty-first, twenty- 
third, twenty-sixth and twenty-ninth etches respectively. 
The circumferential variation of at each
of these stages of layer removal is shown in table 2 , 
Figs.134-136 were constructed to compare the curves of 
^  y/Fpvi \/ &  with the experimentally observed
t/ •
values of J^(9)
It appears that, up to the twenty-sixth etch, the 
measured surface stress may be considered as
consisting of two components; one resulting from the
(104)
application of a uniform (negative) pressure at the bore, 
and the other resulting from local circumferential bending 
deformations which increased in magnitude as layer removal 
proceeded. The manner in which the various circumferential 
stress peaks developed (fig,121 ) suggests that they could 
have been the result of elastic pre-buckling deformations 
similar to those reported by Montague (58) in thin shells 
subjected to external pressure. In this way the 
unexpectedly large variations in the measured circum­
ferential surface stress may be attributed to the uniform 
negative pressure applied to the bore by layer removal, 
rather than to the rather unlikely occurrence, in such 
thin-walled, nearly-concentric tubing, of large periodic 
circumferential variations in.the stress components 0^ 
and , Before this hypothesis can be examined, a
brief review of the relevant literature on buckling is 
necessary.
When a thin-walled cylinder is subjected to an 
increasing externally-applied pressure, many factors 
combine to determine the critical pressure at which 
yielding will occur, and the eventual failure mode. Among 
the more important factors enumerated by Cox (39) are; 
the presence of irregularities or imperfections in the 
circular cross-section, the presence of longitudinal 
applied stresses, and the presence of circumferential 
•variations in wall thickness or in the applied loading. 
Recently (60) the presence of residual stresses has also 
been recognized as having a significant effect.
(105)
T%vo distinct types of behaviour have been noted (38); 
collapse by elastic instability, and rigid-plastic 
collapse. The first is characterised by the appearance 
of circumferential lobes -after yielding, and the second 
by an hour-glass or waisted configuration, also following 
yielding. Whichever is the most appropriate to a 
particular specimen, depends on a combination of geom­
etric and material properties. These may be assessed 
most conveniently by determining the thinness ratio "7* 
from the expression:
E  /   s.oe.
where ^  in this case is the unsupported length between 
sections held round. In relatively thick cylinders (for 
which "J* is less than 1 ) , failure is generally by 
plastic collapse, and a reasonably good prediction of the 
critical pressure may be obtained from the
formula: * based on simple circumferential
yielding. For thin cylinders ( greater than 2,3 )
the elastically unstable mode of failure predominates. 
Between these two extremes there is a transition region 
where initial imperfections can be decisive in causing 
collapse.
In the case of the thin cylinder, the number of 
circumferential lobes in the elastically unstable (or 
critical) collapse mode can be predicted quite reliably 
provided the unsupported length , the ratio r
the end conditions and the type of loading are known. The
(106)
following formula for the elastic critical pressure 
is quoted by Timoshenko and Gere ($6) and in a less 
general form by Cox (59) :
,  5,01
With; (j-yvi y A
€ 4.^
A =
J-'
where hi is the number of axial half waves and ^Ÿi Is 
the number of circumferential half waves in the buckled 
form, and where J(^  is the length between the simply- 
supported ends of the cylinder. The factor 
represents the ratio of the principal stresses produced 
by the applied loading.
By means of a formula similar to equation 5,09 , 
Windenburg and Trilling (61) produced a chart for all- 
around pressure ( = 0,5 ) from which the figures
shown in table 9 are taken, Arkmenakas and Herrmann (62) 
have recently published extended charts for lateral 
pressure only, which give identical figures in the same 
..range of general, the thinner the specimen,
the greater the number of lobes in the elastic critical 
mode shape.
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Montague (58) describes the results of external 1 
radial and hydrostatic pressure tests on twelve mild steel, 
thin-walled cylindrical shells with values in the
range 21-94 • Despite the fact that the cylinders were 
nominally uniform, the radial measured deformations at 
mid-section were not axisymmetrical, In every case there 
was a discernible elastic deformation pattern which took 
the form of lobes spaced round the circumference and which 
was similar in both form and manner of development to the 
curves shown in figs,90b-119h . Irrespective of the
eventual failure mode, the number of lobes which developed, 
during this elastic pre-buckling phase, was always found 
to equal the number of lobes in the predicted elastic 
critical mode shape for the specimen. Pigs.90b-119b 
clearly suggest that the elastic critical mode for 
specimen 3A-1 should contain 5 lobes.
The correct failure analysis for specimen 3A-1 was 
selected by calculating the thinness ratio ~J“ at each 
stage of layer removal. The ratio of was based
on mean wall thickness, and although the 'Silicoset* 
mountings offered little restraint in the early stages of 
layer removal, was taken as being equal to the
specimen length of 208,8mm as a first approximation.
It was clear from the values obtained (fig,137 )
that failure predictions in the later stages of layer 
“removal should be based on elastic instability theory, 
i,e, that equation 5*09 should be used to determine 
the elastic critical pressure.
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Preliminary calculations indicated that the critical 
pressure was of most interest for ^ 0,980 or
50 . Because of the relative increase in
stiffness of the 'Silicoset' mountings, the accuracy of 
the assumption; ^  = 208.8mm , improved as ^
0.9965 • The factor was taken as the ratio of
the mean longitudinal and circumferential stresses i.e.
J l ÿ , and was taken as 1 ,
Two sets of calculations were performed; one with 
based on mean wall thickness, and the other with 
based on minimum wall thickness. In the first 
case E^is determined for = 3, 4 and 5 , and in
the second case for XI = 3 » 4 , 5  and 6 , The figures 
obtained are shown in table 10 , and clearly, the thinner 
the specimen,, the lower the elastic critical pressure for 
a given number of circumferential lobes.
In order to compare the loading applied by layer 
removal with the values of shown in table 10 ,
an equivalent external pressure was calculated
using the formula:
which follows directly from Lame's equations (96) for a 
uniform cylinder of wall thickness . Since the
'mean surface compression actually resulted from
a negative pressure at the bbre, this approach is not 
strictly correct. However, the error is small for ^
0,94 , and insignificant for ^  0,98 . Pig,138 shows
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a plot of against and figs.139,l40 compare
BSiU. ^cdit ^  0,98 . These curves
indicate that at least 3^% of the circumference of
specimen 3A-1 was in a condition for plastic buckling in
three or four lobes by the twenty-seventh etch, or =
0,992 • Bearing in mind the large variations in wall
thickness and the many other factors which could have
affected the values of M and » the agreement
between this result and the observed number of lobes is
extremely satisfactory, and it seems reasonable to
conclude that the circumferential stress peaks of
figs,90b-119b were produced by elastic pre-buckling
deformations, rather than by variations in the stress
"/.I . ^  Icomponents and {.9^  *
It appears from figs,134-136 that (^ j
be considered as independent of 0  up to
the twenty-sixth etch or “ 0.990 , which is the
point at which the curve for J begins to
diverge from the 'buckling base-line' . It follows from 
equations 5*05 and 5*06 that the stress components 
and (^^9) , and the original stresses and
may all be considered as independent of 0 up
to this point. On the basis of this result the Sachs 
equations may be used to determine the circumferential 
and radial 'type A' residual stresses from the surface
.stress changes which occurred at 9’ ^ .
* 2,
Since the stress component ^  may be regarded
as independent of 0  up to the point = 0,990 , it
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follows from equation 3*23 and appendix 3 that;
where the expression in brackets is independent of ^  ,
It may easily be shown from table 1 that ^ b ( ^ y ^ }
is numerically equal to — so that:
<^0'(9) =  e ' J l î £ .
y  A/ ^ ......S-!0.
It follows from the definition of stress components 
of the type O  that :
y>L
and by using Lame’s equation for a uniform cylinder, it
may easily be shown that :
A  0 2
/ /
It is reasonable to expect that the error involved 
in using this expression at ^  ^  in a thin-walled
nearly-concentric specimen would be small, so that:
1 . .2.
/r '2y> y
and since may be regarded as independent of
0  until = 0,990 it follows that:
(1 1 1)
SO t h a t :
or :
<rj(ej . e ' . ^ £ A n , m ,
y V f f . / i .
Using equation 5*05 it follows that:
 _________ 5 ‘ 12.
and by similar reasoning it may be shown that :
- A }  '  ^ ' [  .......
The curve for the surface stress parameter 
was obtained by multiplying by the factor ^
- A plot of ^ b ( %  y
is shown in fig.l4l , and the corrected curve for 
is shown dotted in fig,133 . The residual stress 
distributions are shown in figs.142,l43 .
.clearly negligibly small in comparison to •
To obtain the undisturbed circumferential residual 
stresses which existed in the uncut tubing, the 'type B*
(1 1 2)
residual stresses must be determined, using equation 4,10, 
and superimposed.
5 .05. CONCLUSIONS,
Measurement of the surface strains produced on 
removal of uniform internal layers from specimen 3A-1 
revealed large circumferential variations in the surface 
stress parameters and • The variations in
longitudinal surface stress were found to be the 
cumulative result of relatively small variations in the 
residual stress at the same angular position in successive 
layers, while the variations in circumferential surface 
stress appeared to be due largely to elastic pre-buckling 
deformations. The longitudinal surface stress distrib­
ution was found to be symmetrical about the axis of 
symmetry of the eccentric cross-section, which suggests 
some connection between misalignment during drawing and 
the variations of • In the case of the circum­
ferential surface stresses, the form of the 'buckling 
base-line' was shown to be directly attributable to the 
effect of specimen eccentricity.
On the whole, the effect of eccentricity, and its 
increase on layer removal, on the determination of the 
residual stresses was small for less than 0,980
(figs ,*56 ,128 ),
The approximate methods used to determine the
(113)
'type A' residual stresses and
suggested that all three were substantially independent 
of Q  in the tubing tested.
Despite the large amount of information obtained 
about the overall deformation changes on layer removal, 
it is clear that the Sachs method is of limited usefulness 
for the determination of local circumferential variations 
of the 'type A' residual stresses in tubing. Its main 
disadvantages are lack of selectivity, and sensitivity; 
i.e. material is removed from the whole circumference 
rather than from one specific angular position, and the 
whole cylinder is deformed rather than just one specific 
part.
The method discussed in the next section does not 
suffer from these disadvantages, and may also be applied 
to tubing with a higher degree of eccentricity.
(114)
SECTION 6.
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE 
DETERMINATION OF 'TYPE A' RESIDUAL 
STRESSES IN ECCENTRIC TUBING,
(115)
6.01. INTRODUCTION.
The bending deflection method has certain advantages 
over the Sachs method in the determination of longit­
udinal residual stress in eccentric tubing, but its 
usefulness is restricted since no satisfactory method of 
determining the coexistent circumferential residual stress 
is available.
In the present section, the problems involved in 
the determination of circumferential residual stress in 
the presence of eccentricity are examined, and a method 
incorporating a recently developed technique for the 
determination of local residual stress (91,100) is shown 
to overcome them.
6.02. BENDING DEFLECTION METHODS FOR THE 
DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL STRESS.
The bending deflection method for the determination 
of residual stress (63-95) is the usual alternative to 
the Sachs technique in the case of thin-walled tubing, 
where may be neglected in comparison to and
cry, • The method is based (fig.l44a ) on the 
measurement of » the change in diameter on slitting
•a specimen longitudinally (for circumferential stresses), 
and of* , the change- in curvature of a thin
longitudinal strip cut from the specimen (for longit­
udinal stresses). From these and subsequent measurements
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(fig,l44b ) of diameter’ ;......> and curvature
 after layer removal from one surface
n
of the slit specimen and strip, it is possible to estimate 
the residual stresses originally present in the tubing.
In common with the Sachs technique, the method 
depends on the following assumptions; that the tubing is 
isotropic and of uniform wall thickness, and that the 
residual stresses are distributed axisyrnmetrically,
Since the slit specimen and the thin longitudinal 
strip are much more flexible than an untouched specimen, 
the method offers a greater response for the removal of 
a given layer than the Sachs technique,
Davidenkov's method (76) was the first bending
deflection method which made possible the complete
determination of residual stresses in tubing. Earlier
workers (73-75) had only considered the deformations AJÜ>^
and , and not the effects of layer removal,
' A- 'q
Denoting the circumferential and longitudinal
A
residual stresses at position yC by and ,
Davidenkov's equations were;
S c  = Sc, +  Ses ^ 0!
^  A A A
<- " t ScT, + S t 3  ___  b.o2..
where '^c/ and were the stresses relieved by
slitting or cutting-out (the so-called residual bending
A
stresses), ‘^ c3 and were the stresses relieved at
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position ^  by removal of material up to ^  and 
and we^® the stresses relieved when the layer,
thickness , at ^  was removed. It is sufficient
for the purposes of the present section to refer to the 
above general equations. Specific formulae will be quoted 
where necessary in later sections,
Sachs and Espey (77) modified Davidenkov's expressions 
to effect an improvement in computation time, although 
this has since been disputed by Knights (82),
~ ^CA ^  ^
A A A /\ A
Si, =■ S^A +■ ^i.6 •*- Stc. Su»_______6
The stress components *5^  and .5^  corresponded to
Davidenkov's components and » while the stress
components and 2^ represented the direct and
bending components of . This rather artificial
subdivision has attracted some criticism (90),
In the method of cutting-out the thin strips for
longitudinal residual stress determination (fig,l45 ) the
longitudinal strain is constrained to be zero during
the first two cuts. Since the circumferential residual
stress in the thin strip is completely relieved by these
cuts, a reduction in the longitudinal residual stress of
' must occur. The methods of both Davidenkov and
Sachs and Espey failed to account for this effect, so
A
that each of the stress components 2  in equations 6,02 
and 6,04 must be increased in value by x the corres­
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ponding circumferential stress component, Tliis error was 
first noticed by Knights (82) and subsequently by others 
(89,90)• The corrected equations are:
and :
where : A
Sc = Su, f  +  Sc3 .  ^5-
«here: ^ 4-y X
CÇ A
=- Sui
= ScA +  ^ +  Sea________ G.06.
^ ^LA 4"yM.S<2A 
S LÔ » Suf^  -f ' Sc&
—  e.tc,....
The Davidenkov theory as represented by equations 
6,01 and 6,05 , has been generally accepted as the most 
fundamental of the bending deflection methods, although 
Denton and Alexander (90) have recently indicated three 
additional (minor) sources of error*
It is interesting to note the similarity in the 
reasoning behind the definition of the stress components 
in equations 6,01 and 6,05 » and the definition of the
stress components in appendix 3 • A distinction should 
however be made between the component CT , which has 
been defined in the present work as the stress induced at 
radius yX) , and the components and , which
were defined by Davidenkov as the stresses relieved at 
radius yO ,
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Over the years, several workers (75,77 »S2,87) have 
observed what has become known as the * length effect* in 
the determination of circumferential residual stress from 
the changes in diameter on slitting and subsequent layer 
removal. Starting with a short specimen and progressively 
increasing the length, the diameter changes were found to 
increase approximately linearly with the ratio of length/ 
diameter. Above a certain * critical* value of this ratio 
the diameter changes were found to remain constant. 
Although it has long (87) been realised that longitudinal 
residual stresses were in some way involved, only recently* 
has a satisfactory explanation for the effect emerged,
Denton (90) explained the apparently reduced values 
of circumferential stress in short specimens by suggesting 
that, during parting-off, the circumferential strain 
or the longitudinal curvature in the vicinity of the end- 
face (fig.l46 ) was in some way constrained to be zero. 
Since : .
the complete relief of the longitudinal residual stress
would therefore result in a reduction of the circum­
ferential stress in the short specimen by an amount ,
In other words, if the residual stresses originally 
present in the long tube were and , there
would be residual stresses of in the circum­
ferential direction, and zero in the longitudinal 
direction, in the short specimen.
Although the above explanation might perhaps apply
(120)
to thick-walled tubing, it has already been shown in 
section 4.02 that considerable longitudinal curvature or 
circumferential strain is produced on relief of in
thin-walled tubing, A more satisfactory explanation of 
the ’length effect' in terms of the occurrence rather 
than the prevention of longitudinal (anticlastic) curvature 
in short specimens has recently been provided by 
Pomeroy (107).
Using the theory of beams on an elastic foundation 
it may be shown that the mean value of the longitudinal 
or anticlastic curvature adopted by a thin tube due to 
the relief of the longitudinal residual stress at
both end-faces is:
K * M^i. / - css \
E X
■ i M
where is the moment of the longitudinal residual
stress, y, is the tube length, 6 ^ =
and is the average moment function.
This curvature effectively stiffens a slit tube 
against circumferential bending deformations, and the 
bending moment applied by the relief of the
'circumferential residual stress is effectively reduced 
to :
 É-.O7 :
(121)
Fig.l47 shows a plot of the average moment function
against j&C , and it is clear that for A &  
less than 1 the applied moment becomes;
Mg. - M u
so that the circumferential stress in the short specimen 
is apparently reduced to :
For greater than 20 the slope of the curve for
becomes small and might well be called zero. 
Since the absolute value of is also small in
this region, experimental estimates of the circumferential 
residual stress might well appear to be constant and
equal to ,
In order to minimise the effect of anticlastic
curvature on the measurement of circumferential residual 
stress, a specimen with greater than 30 would appear
to be essential. For thin-walled tubing ( greater
than 11 ) , ^  should therefore be at least ^  »
and for tubing with = 16,5 (as used in sections 4
and 5 ) f should be at least •
6 .03, THE BENDING DEFLECTION METHOD IN THE 
PRESENCE OF EgCENTRICITY,
In the case of eccentric tubing, all the stress 
components in equations 6,01 and 6,05 may vary in the
(122)
circumferential as well as in the radial direction, so 
that :
^c(9)  = S c , ( 9 )  é.oî.
Si_(9) =. Sui(9) i-Si,z(9) +51)(9)....
Only Knights (82) has considered the effect of 
specimen eccentricity on the determination of residual 
stress by the bending deflection method, A discussion of 
the more important features of his work occupies the 
remainder of this section.
It is assumed throughout that greater
than 11 , so that simple bending theory may be used for 
the analysis of circumferential bending deformations
(96,97).
(a) Circumferential bending stress Sc, (9).
Since the circumferential bending moment M e  
released on slitting an eccentric tube must, from static 
equilibrium, be independent of the angular position of 
the slot, the surface values of the circumferential 
bending stress at any position ^  may be determined 
directly from the expression:
 ^ — — - —  - — — - w /O ,
which follows from simple bending theory. Since 
may be assumed to be linearly distributed through the 
wall thickness (96) the determination of the circum-
(123)
ferential bending stress at any depth is an easy matter, 
once the value of ^ has been determined.from the 
measured changes in diameter or gap-width on slitting,
(in practice the change in gap-width is taken as the 
relative displacement of two reference marks on either 
side of the slitting position).
Knights found by an investigation of the effect of 
different positions for slitting and for deflection 
measurement that the difference between the surface value 
of a.nd the surface value of S'^ j , the bending
stress calculated by assuming that the eccentric tube had 
a uniform wall thickness , was a minimum when the
slot was made at mean wall thickness and the deflection 
was measured on the diameter perpendicular to the plane 
of slitting, as shown in fig,l48 , In fact, for this 
particular case, Knights showed that;
SoiîfAcê vAu/e OF Sa('%) ,
 ________________ — ----------= ( I — Û y
Suf-FAce valvb of- Sci
By using the expression 6,10 , this equation may be 
rewritten: ^
M e
- P T  "  ________________
where is the value of the bending moment calculated
by assuming that the tube wall thickness is uniform and 
•equals .
It may easily be shown using equation 6.11 that for 
Hg. less than 0,07 the effect of eccentricity on the
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calculation of M  (and therefore on the calculation of 
Sc^(9) ) is negligible.
For any other slitting position or measurement 
position, the effect of eccentricity is more pronounced, 
and must be taken into account or serious errors will 
result,
(b ) The stress component #
By assuming that was independent of O ’ in
tubing with ^  less than 0,05 » Knights found, for the
case of internal layer removal, that;
Sc.t(9) _ I _
I .     —- '     2^
 é.iz.
where the component ^C2- was calculated without regard 
to eccentricity.
It may easily be shown using this expression that, 
for less than 0,05 » the effect of eccentricity on
the determination of the (assumed constant) value of
5^ 02.^ "^) is negligible, provided yd— A.- does not exceed
» i.e. provided the common practice of etching 
duplicate specimens in opposite directions is adopted*
(c) The stress component ,
By a similar argument to that used in (b) , Knights
concluded that the stress component could be
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assumed to be independent of ^  and equal to ^C3 f 
the value calculated by assuming the specimen had the 
uniform wall thickness Mny » provided was less
than 0.05 and y> — A, did not exceed , (for the
case of internal layer removal),
(d) Circumferential residual stress Sc(9) in
specimens with ^  less than Q.05»
Provided the processes of slitting and deflection 
measurement are carried out as indicated in fig,l48 , 
and the total thickness of the material removed does not 
exceed 50fo of the wall thickness, the stress components
^cil9) » Sc'2^19') =  Sc^ and Scii^) -  ^C3
calculated without regard to the effects of eccentricity, 
and equation 6,08 may be rewritten;
(9) ^ ^c\{9) 4- Sex 4-S'es
Formulae for the various stress components in terms 
of the changes in diameter on slitting and subsequent 
layer removal may be found in ref,82 •
(e) Longitudinal residual stress (S^ .
The corrected Davidenkov strip method for the 
determination of longitudinal residual stress has the 
considerable advantage ^that a small region of the 
circumference is isolated and examined, thus avoiding 
the longitudinal shear effects which may arise on layer 
removal from eccentric tubing (section 5.03 ).
(I2d)
If a thin longitudinal strip is cut out at position.
0  in the manner indicated in figs, 145,14-9 , the
4
longitudinal residual stress may be determined
from equation 6,02 :
It is necessary to assume that the residual stresses 
are independent of 5^  within the limits of the thin 
strip, and that the cross-section of the strip is rect­
angular, Since the dimension s can be made very small 
and large, these are reasonable assumptions,
4 4
The original Davidenkov formulae for , SiLx
A
Sfjy in terms of the change in longitudinal curvature of
the strip (82) may easily be modified for the effects of
eccentricity by replacing the uniform wall thickness dx
by the local wall thickness • 8o that the deter-
A
mination of is relatively straightforward, even
in specimens with greater than 0,05 •
Unfortunately, the longitudinal stress originally 
present at position ^  must be calculated from the 
equation: ^ , .
* ^l(9) +y^-ScC9) ^ y g
which follows from equation 6,05 ,
The appearance of .the .circumferential stress 
in this equation restricts the method to tubing with iS 
less than 0,05 •
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(f) Conclusions,
The method outlined in (a)-(e) may be used for the 
determination of residual stresses in eccentric tubing, 
provided the tubing is nearly-concentric ( less
than 0,05 ) , the stress component Sc/fp) is measured as
indicated in fig.l48 , the stress components and
^Ci(^) c>an be assumed to be independent of S  , and
the layer removal process does not take place beyond a 
depth of .
In the determination of circumferential residual 
stress, the method suffers from the same disadvantages 
as the Sachs technique, since Sct(&) and $c^(p) must both 
be assumed to be independent of ^  for 4. less than 
^  • Although this is well supported by the
experimental results obtained from specimen 3A-1 , for 
which ^  = 0,06 , it is unlikely to be the case in tubing
with a higher degree of initial eccentricity.
In the determination of longitudinal residual stress 
the method is potentially applicable to tubing with 
greater than 0,03 » although the problem of determining 
Sc[Pj in such tubing must first be overcome,
A method for the determination of local values of 
circumferential residuq.1 stress in tubing with a high 
degree'of initial eccentricity is developed in the 
remainder of this section. The method is based on a 
technique proposed by Denton (?2,91,100) for the deter-
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mination of local residual stress.
6,04. THE IMPORTANCE OF SEREBRENNIKOV*S METHOD,
It has already been noted that the major advantage 
of the corrected Davidenkov strip method lies in the fact 
that a small region of the circumference of the specimen 
may be isolated and examined. The method of Serebrennikov 
(lOl) for the determination of longitudinal residual stress 
in small diameter shafts, offers a similar advantage.
With the object of ultimately controlling production 
stresses Serebrennikov showed that the local value of the 
longitudinal surface stress in small diameter shafts could 
be determined by etching a shallow longitudinal groove or 
channel at the position where the stress value was 
required (fig,150a ), In shafts where the length/diameter 
ratio exceeded 15 the stress which existed in the removed 
material was determined from the lateral deflection of 
the shaft at the mid-point of the groove, and in shafts 
with a smaller length/diameter ratio, from the relative 
angular.deflection of the ends of the shaft (figs,150b,c ),
Although Serebrennikov*s technique is not applicable 
to the determination of residual stress in thin-walled 
tubing, his method of stress relief by groove-cutting is 
of particular interest. Since only the section of the 
residually-stressed body beneath the groove is deformed 
(figs,150b,c ) the shape of the rest of the body has no
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effect on the residual stress calculation.
The determination of the circumferential stress 
components ^Ct(9) and in tubing with a high
value may therefore be carried out by slitting the tubing 
(to release the residual bending stress ScifP} ) then 
cutting and gradually deepening a narrow longitudinal 
groove at the position O' (fig.l^l ) while monitoring 
the change in curvature of the section BC • The variation 
in the wall thickness over the sections AB and CD need 
not be considered.
6 .05. A METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 'TYPE A* 
CIRCUMFERENTIAL RESIDUAL STRESS IN TUBING 
WITH ^  GREATER THAN 0,1,
(a) Preliminary assumptions.
(i) The material of the tubing is isotropic and only 
elastic strains are produced by slitting and layer removal,
(ii) The specimens are sufficiently long to avoid the 
•length effect* described in section 6,02 ,
(iii) The * type BI residual stresses in the specimens 
"have been completely relieved by cutting-out, and pre­
determined by the method outlined in section 4,05 #
(iv) The tubing is sufficiently thin for radial stress
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to be neglected and the ratio of large enough
(greater than 11 for all 0 ) to make the use of curved
bar theory unnecessary in the calculation of circum­
ferential bending deflections. So that, for small strains 
(less than 2fo ), plane sections will remain plane and the 
strain in any fibre will be proportional to the distance 
from the n|u;e|tral axis (96,97»104),
(v) The techniques employed for cutting, slitting and 
layer removal are stress free or introduce only stresses 
which are consistently predictable,
(b) Definition of the stress components.
The circumferential residual stress in the
layer (counting from the outer surface) of a 
specimen of tubing with ^  greater than 0,1 may be 
determined in two parts:
....... 6./4,
where is the residual bending stress relieved in
the layer by a longitudinal slot ( H  Sct(O) ) , and
is the stress remaining in the layer
after slitting ( S  Scz(9) 4-Sc3(fe) )•
(c) Determination of the circumferential 
bending stress (P)n •
The stress component M is calculated from
the deformations or which occur when the
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specimen is slit along a generator (fig,152 ),
(i) The first stage in the calculation is the determin­
ation of in terms of the bending moment
released on slitting.
Since the ratio is large, may be
assumed to vary linearly through the wall thickness
(fig,153 )• If the depth from the outer surface to the
mid-point of the layer is denoted by cL. then:h
where denotes the bending stress relieved at the
outer surface.
Taking moments which tend to decrease curvature as 
positive (fig,152 ) it may be shown from simple bending 
theory that :
i.e. the relief of tensile residual stress in the outer 
fibres by slitting, produces a decrease in curvature.
It follows from equation 6.I5 that:
.  ^ V ......... ^
(ii) The second stage in the calculation is the determin­
ation of in terms of the deformations or AGr^
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which occur on slitting.
Since is independent of (section 6,03a )
and can be determined by slitting along any generator, 
the slitting position can be chosen to satisfy particular 
requirements; Knights, for example, found for nearly- 
concentric tubing that the effect of eccentricity on the 
calculation of M O  could be neglected when the slit was 
made at mean wall thickness.
Since the effect of eccentricity cannot be neglected 
in the present discussion, a different criterion can be 
used to select the most suitable slitting position. From 
the point of view of mathematical simplicity, the three 
most suitable slitting positions are at maximum, minimum 
and mean wall thickness, as shown in fig,154 , (it is
assumed that the centre distance C is so small that
mean wall thickness occurs at <9 ® ), Since the
bending moment produced in each case is the same, the 
most useful criterion for selecting the best position of 
the three, is the relative magnitude of the deformations 
which occur on slitting.
Taking the change in diameter perpendicular to the 
plane of each slot as the basis for comparison and 
denoting it by ^^ id respectively,
it may be shown (appendix 4 ) using Castigliano•s theorem 
that ; »
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t -..... 6 .9 .
________________________________6 .Z0
4 P ott/ =
c: ^  EThe factor t  =  — ■ -- appears in the above expressions 
due to the suppression of anticlastic (longitudinal) 
curvature at the centre of the long (approx, )
specimens.
By substitution of numerical values it may easily 
be shown that :
û j ) „ <  0 % ^  <  Û 4 .
for O I
i,e, the greatest change in diameter is produced by 
slitting along the generator at maximum wall thickness.
It may similarly be shown for the change in gap- 
width f\Cr that;
A G a r  ^  A  (xaTTy. ^  ^^00
for O  ^  ^  I
2
Since AGc^ will always be greater than (intuit­
ively obvious) the maximum deflection for a given applied 
moment'Will occur at the slot, on slitting at maximum 
wall thickness,-
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It may be shown (appendix 4 ) that;
AG; = ^ (i+e.)(-zte) yj--j
"  ( l - e r ^ ' ^ l .......
Knights (82) quotes the following simplified formulae
for /V2^ and A(3c^ , without proof;
I +  22E &  +  e ^ )
T T ^ / +  l e + 3 e O
The accuracy of these expressions deteriorates rapidly 
for (S greater than 0,05 » and where <S* is greater 
than 0.10 , it is necessary to use equation 6,18 or 
equation 6,21 to determine tAc *
Using equations 6,17 » 6,18 and 6,21 , the circum­
ferential bending stress at any angle 0  and depth 
is given by:
"  4 0 /
= £Y49-2<tj,)-ALAG^ f z(\^ )^  1
4 0 /  t w f i * e ) ( z . ^ e ) J _ ......
The exact solution to this problem has been obtained 
'by Mori (IO3) using bipolar co-ordinates. For 
large and small, the expressions 6,22 are satis­
factory.
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(iii) The error produced by neglecting the effect of 
eccentricity in the calculation of when the slot
is made at maximum wall thickness.
If is the value of calculated by neglecting
the effect of eccentricity, then from equations 6,18,6,21;
M e
M
when the change in diameter is measured, and:
when the change in gap-width is measured.
Table 11 indicates that substantial errors are 
produced in both cases if the effect of eccentricity is 
neglected,
(d) Determination of the stress component ^ ^ 2 $
The inadequacy of conventional methods for the deter­
mination of the stress component
when the initial eccentricity 6* exceeds 0,05 has 
already been discussed in section 6,03 • The technique 
described in this section has the twofold advantage that 
.circumferential variations of this stress component may 
be investigated without regard to the initial eccentricity 
of the specimen or the increase in eccentricity which 
occurs on layer removal,
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The specimen under examination is slit longitudinally 
and the circumferential bending stresses determined as 
described in section (c) • The fact that the specimen
may have considerable eccentricity may be disregarded in 
the remainder of the investigation.
The stress within a small arc of the circumference 
of the specimen is determined from the deformations 
produced by cutting, and gradually deepening, a rect­
angular groove along the entire length of a generator 
(fig,151 ). Since only that part of each layer lying 
within the limits of the arc 5 is removed when the 
groove is deepened, an estimate of the local circum­
ferential stress in each layer is obtained. It must be 
assumed that the stress component yj is independent
of length, and is independent of ^  over the arc BC ,
The arc-length $ should therefore be small (about ),
It is also assumed that the effect of lateral (longit­
udinal) curvature produced by the complete relief of 
longitudinal residual stress at the end-faces, is neglig­
ible in the long (approx, ) specimens.
Provided it can be assumed that the region of 
deformation on layer removal is confined to the section 
BC , the sections AB. and CD can be considered as rigid 
lever arms which magnify the relative angular rotation of 
the sides of the groove. Under these circumstances, the 
deformation of the section BC may be determined from the 
changes in gap-width on layer removal.
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Since is large the section of the tube wall
beneath the groove after the reiDoval of K? layers, may 
be considered as a simple rectangular beam of length S 
depth and breadth X  (fig,155 ) and simple bending
theory of the type: -L. ts. —  may be used to determine
the stresses released on layer removal (lOO),
The stress remaining at the position 0  in the 
M ^  layer after slitting is calculated in two parts;
where denotes the stress at position S  in the
layer when it is removed, and is the
stress induced at position ^  in the layer by the
removal of the M — / previous layers.
(i) Determination of CT •
Fig,156 shows a groove cut at the angle &  from
maximum wall thickness, is the small angle turned
through by the sides of the groove on removal of the 
layer, thickness , containing the stress
'Y'). •
Provided it can be assumed that only the material 
under the groove is deformed by layer removal, the edges 
of the slot at A and D remain at a constant distance from
the point P and are deflected by
the directions shown.
(138)
Increase in gap-width is taken as positive in 
accordance with, the sign convention adopted in section (c)
It is clear from fig.156 that;
all 9
By fitting rigid extensions (91,100) on both edges as 
shoAm in fig.157 it is possible to arrange that :
•» %  for all Q  ,
and for this case;
If the overall increase in gap-width on removal of the 
Vl ^  layer is then:
A ô f 9 ) „  =  ^ ^ f 9 ) . c a ( f >
" '..... . 6.Z4
where: =  1^ 0°- (e-Foi)
If the change in curvature of the material beneath
ihthe groove on removal of the KJ layer is denoted by 
AfJL] then using simple bending theory;
I R/n
A ( - ^ ]  =  - _ f ! k Ï Ê L î _
^   6.25:
where the circumferential bending moment
applied to the section BC due to the removal of the layer 
of thickness containing the stress
(fig.158 ), and ttie moment of inertia of the
* Wt
cross-section at B (or C ) after removal of the M
r—  /layer. C  is used due to the suppression of lateral 
(anticlastic) curvature of the material beneath the groove
(139)
in the long specimen, and the minus sign results from 
the fact that positive moments cause a decrease in 
curvature.
Since only direct strain is produced by the release 
of the longitudinal stress ^ t h e  removed layer, 
it has no effect on the circumferential curvature between 
B and C or on the change in gap-width, and can therefore 
be neglected in this instance.
If all deflections are small, it follows from 
fig.159 that;
where the minus sign results from the fact that an increase 
in ^  causes a decrease in curvature.
Since:
it follows that;
2 .S
and using equation 6.24 gives:
-
 _.6.Z6
The bending moment applied to the section BG on 
removal of the kl layer is given by:
(l4o)
Mwhere is the specimen length. The minus sign results
from the fact that removal of a layer containing tensile 
residual stress produces an increase in curvature of the 
material beneath the groove, or a decrease in gap-width.
Using equations 6,25 and 6,.26 gives:
cr'M. = -
. ( t » + At„) i . Î. s. CO liji.... 2 ^
for all h .
This equation may be used for the determination of 
the stress component ^  at any angle 0  provided
the angle ^  and the length %  can be determined 
accurately, and provided the initial groove-width S is 
held constant during the layer removal process.
It should be pointed out that a direct force 
1^ (0)^  — Ji' ‘ A t  ^ is also applied to the section
BC on removal of the ^ 41> layer. The effect on the gap- 
width of the resultant change in length is however small 
in comparison to the magnified effect of the curvature 
change, and may be neglected.
(ii) Determination of^ *
is the stress induced at position ^  in 
the h ^  layer by removal of the / previous layers.
(141)
From equation 6,27 the stress released by removal of 
the first layer of thickness At^ (fig,l60 ) is given by :
cr'(d)^  = ~ .lc(9),. àGc[9),
At, ("fci+At, ) f æ .s.c6a4
, the stress induced in the M**’' layer by removal
of the first layer, is calculated in two parts;
 6.2g.
I
where is the direct stress induced in the 10^O' fÊ/\t
rer
layer.
laye  and (0) is the bending stress induced in the
The removal of the layer of thickness At/ contain­
ing the stress ^  is equivalent to the application
of a force ^^ 6. a moment fAc(9) 1 to the material
beneath the groove, where:
Pc(9), = <y”( 9 ) ^ . à t , . l
the minus sign occurs because moments which cause a 
decrease in curvature are taken as positive.
,^ -th
The direct stress induced in the rl layer is
given by: ^  t . , so that:
f t ,
The bending stress induced in the layer is
given by: Mc(9),. t, , where ^  _ 'fc(I - 'Tlff-Oiy,
(142).M ,  • —  2.
is the distance from the mid-point of the V) layer to
the nuetral axis (fig,l60 ), so that;
where is the local wall thickness and is the
depth from the outer surface to the mid-point of the 
layer.
From equation 6,27 the stress released by removal of 
the second layer of thickness is given by;
- ~ Z ê . X c (q)i_,
Att ( ti+ étj) i..î.S.C534
I
and » the stress induced in the M layer by
removal of the second layer, is given by;
M2 'WZ  6.2)
Avhere respectively the direct
and the bending stresses induced in the layer.
The nq(etral axis of bending of the material under 
the groove will shift due to the removal of the layer of 
thickness Atg. > and in this case:
tg, *  '^9
It may easily be shown that :
tf
(143)
M'- 'W2.--------- — — — ----------------- - ------ ---
Z  X j 9 \
i%1
If the stresses induced in the M  layer by 
removal of the 3rd, 4th, 5th, ............... layers are
denoted by; ^ «4 ’ klS" * .........
*,,0 /^9)^^ I , it is clear that;
o - M ,  = .......
i.e. : I ^ /y ^
<r(e)^ - ^  ° - W „ ,
............ 6 .S0
4 » ) . = <T ]
 é-3 /where ; '
^ p M n r  ~  A È C
tr
^  {^)f - -  2  £^ . Xc(9)f,. A(%^e)r
^  Atr 
r=i-»K?
and from fig.l6l :
-t^ =
1-^ r
(144)
so that ^ ^  may be calculated from the measured
changes in gap-width >  •
(iii) Simplification introduced by removing layers 
of equal thickness.
If it can, in some way, be arranged that:
At^ i = A*t^ ="  uAt
equations 6,27 and 6.3I may be simplified considerably, 
since in this case:
tr - A At
 ^ (•^0 —1^ At)
d n - (n-h).bX
and :
A(k[Q)^ 
b At jUg r)At] % S.c^
SO that equation 6,27 becomes:
(f($) - A<S:f6)j7
' 'ii -----   — -----------
6 à tjA ig -t(l-n )à tJ ÿ.S.os<|>
- ..........(?.3Z
for all VI
and since;
= cr'(e)^‘5At[ie+(/--r)AtJ[i.e+(l+ir-2M)AiJ
Q "  A t " )
(145)
3
" ( M - r . A t f  U
J ~  - 4    :---  '— Ji
H ^ /    é>.53
(iv) Summary of technique.
It has been shown that the stress component '
may be calculated from the measured changes in gap-width
»  which occur on
removal of layers of thickness >  A t %
from a groove at position P  , by using equations 6,23 ,
6.27 and 6,31 •
If it can be arranged that the removed layers are of 
equal thickness, the simplified expressions 6,32 and 6,33 
may be used.
The step-by-step method of calculation which has 
been used is similar to that suggested by Denton (90,100) 
and subsequently by Pomeroy (98,99) and Hospers and 
Vogelesang (105), It avoids the errors which may occur 
if trend curves are used, and may conveniently be carried 
out on a digital computer.
(146)
(e) Application to short specimens.
If the method described in sections (a)-(d) is 
applied to the determination of the circumferential 
residual stress in a short specimen in which lateral 
(longitudinal) curvature can occur freely, £  in 
equations 6*23 » 6,27 » 6,31 , 6.32 and 6,33 must be 
replaced by É  •
For the particular case of 0  *^ 71" , it follows
from fig,157 that (p ûL , and equation 6.27 becomes:
cr'fir) = -
At„(t„+At)i.^ .sc^ od ,^^ 4
Except for the minus sign which appears to be due to 
a difference in the sign convention for the changes in 
gap-width, this equation is equivalent to that quoted 
(without proof) by Denton (100) for the determination of 
local residual stress in narrow curved bars of uniform 
thickness (figs.162,163 )• Denton also quotes expressions 
which are equivalent to HZ' * 8ut a
less general notation is used, and a factor of two is 
omitted in the denominator of the expression for •
It should be borne in mind, if the use of short 
( ^  less than ) specimens is planned, that the
presence of longitudinal residual stress in the parent 
tubing will cause an apparent reduction in the value of 
the circumferential residual stress, due to the * length 
effect'•
(147)
(f) The measurement of the changes in gap-width.
The determination of circumferential residual stress 
by the method described in sections (a)-(d) is complicated 
by the fact that the changes in gap-width produced by 
cutting a groove are much smaller than those produced in 
conventional bending deflection methods, in which layer 
removal takes place over an entire surface. The measure­
ment technique for  ^...... must therefore
be more sensitive than those usually employed (63-72).
Denton (91,100) employed an inferometric technique 
to determine the changes in gap-width, in the particular 
case of 9  ( figs . 162,163 )• The relative deflection
of two optical flats was measured by means of a Twyman 
inferometer. By using S 7T maximum magnification of 
the bending deformations of the material under the groove 
was obtained* Readings were found to be repeatable to 
2.0 X 10’’^ mni , with normal mountings, and to 0.4 x 10 ^mm 
with anti-vibration mountings.
The application of this technique to the deter­
mination of the circumferential distribution of 
in tubing, would require grooves at a number of angular 
positions, so that the magnification achieved would 
generally be less than the maximum. For ^  0^  ^
the change in gap-width might not be accurately measurable,
It has been assumed up to this stage that the 
sections AB and CD in fig.156 retain their original
(148)
curvature throughout the process of layer removal, and 
therefore that the changes in gap-width I.......
. . . are entirely due to the deformation of section
BC . Since complete relief of the circumferential stress 
component must occur at the sides of the groove,
a region of stress disturbance must exist in the vicinity 
of the groove. The existence of associated curvature 
near B and C must also be considered;
Gura (106) has reported that the deformation zone 
produced by cutting a groove in rectangular slugs cut 
from welded joints is considerably larger than the groove- 
width. Por groove-widths of 10mm, 5mm, 3mm and 2mm resp­
ectively, the deformation zone extended 10mm, 9mm, 8mm 
and 7mm on either side of the groove. It is clear that 
the occurrence of a similar 'edge effect* at the groove 
in fig,156 would introduce errors in the determination 
of ^Ÿ( ^ ) from .
This difficulty may however be avoided, and the 
presence of such additional curvature ignored, if strain 
gauges are used to determine the deformations between B 
and C •
6 .06. THE ADVANTAGES OF USING STRAIN GAUGES.
if strain gauges are used to measure the deformations 
produced by slitting and by groove-cutting, the calcul­
ation of is considerably simplified,
(149)
The measurement of surface strain would almost 
certainly be simpler from a practical point .of view than 
the measurement of changes in gap-width by the inferometric 
technique; possible difficulties associated with the 
measurement of %  and , and with the mounting
and alignment of optical flats, would be avoided.
(a) Determination of the circumferential 
bending stress ^1. #
By mounting a strain gauge on one surface of the 
specimen, prior to slitting, may be easily
determined. There are no restrictions on the slitting 
position, and the released strains may be measured on 
either surface of the specimen.
Fig,164 shows a strain gauge mounted on the inner 
surface of the specimen, at position from maximum
wall thickness. If the surface bending strain detected 
by the gauge on slitting is denoted by then;
^     _ 6.3^
where is the value of the residual bending stress
at the inner surface of the specimen. The minus sign
results from the fact that the release of compressive
residual stress at the inner surface (by slitting)
'produces tensile strain on the gauge,
#
Since the ratio of is large, it may be
assumed that;
(150)
~ ' ^ci (^ i)i
where the residual bending stress at the
outer surface. It follows from equation 6,15 that:
and from equation 6,35 that:
(e,)
4\9t ^
 &.S6 .
The stress component at any other angular position 
0 may be obtained from the measured surface strain at 
position Qi , by using equation 6,17 :
Since fAo i® independent of O’ it follows that;
 ^mm ^  ^  ^
and using* equation 6.36 :
This equation is equivalent to equation 6,22 •
(151)
( b ) Determination of the stress component k7 »
In section 6,05 it was shown that could be
determined from the changes in gap-width , .......
. . .  à(x(9)^ .
By mounting a strain gauge pair on the inner surface 
of the specimen between B and C , as shown in fig.165 ,
it is possible to determine from the surface
strain changes which occur on layer removal.
The gauge length should be less than the groove- 
width ^  , and the stress component should be
pre-determined,
As before, ^ is determined in two parts
according to equation 6,23 :
The removal of the layer, of thickness ,
containing the stress CT (fig,158 ) is equivalent
to applying a force and a moment to the
material beneath the groove, where:
Pc(9l =
The stress change on the inner surface is the algebraic 
sum of the direct and bending stress changes (99)» and 
is given by:
(152)
0-'M f  
" I  t M
If the circumferential strain change on the inner
<Ksurface on removal of the M layer is denoted by 
then:
aw
A E / e )  - I - A  A s i e )  =  _  A t ^ t M i / t ^ + A Ü
"  E' L t .  4 J r J e L  _
where is the longitudinal strain produced by
the relief of the stress in the kl^ layer.
Although this has no effect on the circumferential 
curvature between B and C , and no effect on the change 
in gap-width, it must be considered when determining the 
circumferential surface stress change.
If is denoted by A(p(9)^^ ,
and j[] /9I is replaced by I ^ , the above equation
Ci / M / 2L \
may be rewritten:
<r(9) = -
for all M #
This equation is equivalent to equation 6.27 > but has 
the advantage that the effect of the force Ÿt
automatically taken into account.
The stress component C T may be obtained 
directly from equation 6,31 by using the substitution;
(153)
4e) . -£*■ tr • Ai'Kr -
----------- é)-4 C.
So that by using the equations 6,23 » 6,39 » 6.31 
and 6,4o , the stress component may be deter­
mined from the changes , , ,  .... •
(c) If it can be arranged that layers of equal thickness
are removed, the equation 6,39 becomes;
I  2 . ' *
o’(d)^ - (Mg-i^  At), A&(9)^ ^
At [zMÿ^(?'Zh)àt2
and in equation 6,33 is replaced by;
* -  E'(M b - f. At). Ak>(9)^ y.
(d) Conclusions,
The determination of from the measurement
of local surface strain changes is considerably simpler
from both the theoretical and practical point of view 
than the method based on the measurement of changes in 
gap-width discussed in section 6,05 •
Provided ^  not change abruptly
with 0  , the local changes , ...... A b [ 9)^ ^^
are unaffected by small changes in the groove-width ^
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during the layer removal process (equation 6,39 is 
independent of ^  )*
In contrast to the changes in gap-width produced by 
cutting a groove, the surface strain changes between B 
and C would probably be of the same order of magnitude as 
those which would be produced by conventional layer 
removal techniques. The strain measurement technique 
described in section 2,04 could therefore be used without 
modification.
Since the investigation of the circumferential 
distribution of must be carried out by cutting
grooves at a number of angular positions, it is clear 
that the extent of the region of circumferential stress 
disturbance produced by each groove will be an important 
factor in determining the minimum groove separation.
Since is greater than 11 it seems reasonable to
assume that this region of stress disturbance will extend 
only a few wall thicknesses on either side of each groove. 
On this basis, five or six equally-spaced grooves could 
easily be accommodated on one specimen, and four specimens 
would provide sufficient measuring points.
6.07, EXPERIMENTAL CHECK ON THE VALIDITY 
OF EQUATION 6,3^,
Denton (91,100) checked the validity of the 
expression 6.34 by comparing the changes in gap-width
(155)
calculated from known applied stresses, with measured 
values. The known stresses were applied to the sides of 
the groove by a ’stress-tool’ in the form of internal 
calipers, as shown in fig,166 .
For groove-depths up to O'^A\0 the measured changes
in gap-width  ^, .....  were found to be
consistently about 20‘^/o higher than the values , ,,,
... A^(x)y| obtained from equation 6,34 • Denton therefore
suggested that a correction factor K  = 1.2 should be 
inserted in the denominator of the expression for 0* M -*
The accuracy of this method for determining the 
correction factor is clearly dependent on the exact
reproduction, by the lever system, of the loading imposed 
by layer removal, and also on the accurate estimation of 
the applied bending moment. In order to avoid uncertainty 
about the length of the moment-arm of the force ^  , it
is clearly necessary that the faces should remain-in
contact at all times with the bottom of the groove. There 
is no indication in Denton’s description as to how this 
was achieved.
6.08, EXAMINATION OF THE TECHNIQUES AVAILABLE 
FOR CUTTING GROOVES.
Denton (72,100) has discussed the limitations of 
conventional metal removal techniques when applied to the 
problem of cutting a rectangular groove for the determin-
(156)
ation of local residual stress.
The main requirements of a suitable technique are 
that it should be dimensionally controllable and that it 
should either be stress—free or introduce stresses which 
are consistent and measurable. The operation of 
machining introduces local residual stresses which in 
most cases can be determined and taken into account. 
However, with thin-walled tubing of the softer metals, 
the relative increase in flexibility caused by slitting, 
tends to make clamping difficult, and variable residual 
stresses may result unless great care is taken.
Difficulties with clamping are usually avoided by 
using acid-etching or electropolishing (77,80,81,85-88, 
98,99) which have both been shown to be practically 
stress-free techniques for metal removal. Unfortunately, 
both techniques lack the dimensional controllability 
necessary for cutting a groove of specified dimensions^ 
the main problem being blunting at the corners and 
undercutting of the sides, as shown in fig,l67 •
It is obvious from equation 6,27 that the changes in 
gap-width produced by groove-cutting are dependent on the 
groove-width, and therefore that the initial groove- 
width 3  must remain constant throughout the process of 
'layer removal. Clearly, both acid-etching and electro- 
polishing are of limited usefulness in this respect, and 
in fact, Denton (lOO) has shown, for nitric acid and 
copper, that scatter becomes significant when the groove-
(157)
depth exceeds O ' O ^ S  • Serebrennikov (lOl), on the 
other hand, has indicated that etching may be carried out 
until the groove-depth exceeds O'ETf S  » but no details 
of the etchant, or its control, are given.
Spark erosion has been used successfully by Denton 
(lOO) for cutting grooves. It provides excellent 
dimensional controllability and the specimen under attack 
need not be clamped. It, unfortunately, introduces a 
tensile residual stress which falls rapidly to zero in 
the first 0,1mm . An adjustment must therefore be made 
to the measured residual stress in order to achieve an 
accurate value. The method of adjustment is discussed 
fully in ref,100 ,
It has already been noted in section 6,06 that the
local changes , ....... are, in theory,
unaffected by small changes in the initial groove-width 
S  during the layer removal process. The possibility 
of using acid-etching or electropolishing as a stress- 
free alternative to spark erosion, must therefore be 
considered in this case.
Assuming that both acid-etching and electropolishing 
take place at an equal rate in both the circumferential 
and radial directions, it is clear from fig,l67 that 
•'the groove-width after removal of layers isn 4
given by:
~ S -t- —
(158)
Taking the initial groove-width S as » and
the practical limit on the groove-depth as » it
follows from this equation that — /*^ S ; so that
increases of up to 4o^ in the initial groove-width could 
be expected under normal circumstances. The extent to 
which the curvature of the section BC would be affected 
in practice by an increase in S  of this order of 
magnitude, must be investigated experimentally before the 
usefulness of either acid-etching or electropolishing as 
an alternative to spark erosion can be reliably assessed.
The possibility of minimising circumferential etching 
by using some form of chemical saw, might also be worth 
investigating.
6 .09, THE DETERMINATION OF ’TYPE A* LONGITUDINAL 
RESIDUAL STRESS IN TUBING WITH ^
GREATER THAN 0.1.
/
Having determined by either of the methods
in sections 6,05 and 6,06 , may be determined
by the method discussed in section 6,03e •
Using the notation of equation 6,13 » it follows
that t
A  A  A
where the stress components "» i^.zlo)yy and
are determined from the longitudinal surface
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strain changes which result from the cutting and 
subsequent dissection of a thin strip at position 0 
(fig.149 ), and ^  represents the effect of the
circumferential stress relief on cutting-out the thin 
specimen.
In order that the relief of the circumferential 
residual stress in the strip should be complete, the 
dimension S should not exceed iZÀxQ (99) •
It is necessary to assume that the 'type A* residual
stresses do not vary with length and are independent of 
0 within the limits of the arc S  , and that the 
'type B' residual stresses have been completely relieved 
and pre-determined,
(a) Determination of .
The longitudinal residual bending stress in
the layer (measuring from the outer surface) may be
determined from the surface strain changes which occur on 
cutting-out the thin strip specimen at the position 0 ,
Since is large and S is small it may be
assumed without significant error that the cross-section 
of the strip is rectangular and, since (fig,l68 )
is constant over the strip length, that the radius of 
curvature adopted by the strip is constant*
Taking moments positive as shown, the longitudinal
(160)
, 4M
bending stress released in the n layer by cutting-out
is given by:
where: =■ '5*'
/ ^
A
Since (B/^ » the longitudinal bending stre
released at the inner surface, is given by;
ss
it follows that:
- - - - - -
If the surface bending strain detected by a gauge on the 
inner surface is denoted by * then;
The minus sign results from the fact that the release of 
compressive residual stress at the inner surface (by 
cutting-out) produces tensile strain on the gauge*
It follows from equation 6.4-2 that
^ ,^(9)^ = e (é S ^ ) .S ^ j9 )
M 9  ^
(161)
(b ) Determination of .
The longitudinal stress component L^.'v (b )^ in the
/ft,
% ' layer, as it is removed, is determined from the
resultant surface strain change A^/ {Oj on the inner
 ^ ''an
surface #
The removal of the layer, thickness ,
containing the stress is equivalent to applying
a force ^ and a moment the nuetral
axis (fig,169 )» where:
Again, the minus sign results from the fact that removal 
of a layer containing tensile residual stress produces 
negative curvature.
The stress change on the inner surface is the 
algebraic sum of the direct and bending stress changes 
(99)» and is given by:
it follows that;
As,/b) - At-K - At,.t^.g.fa-^Aty,)7E ^ 4 xJ9)^ 1
2
and putting ~ leads to:
(162)
A t „ ( 2 L t „ + 3 4 t J
for all h .  ^.4^.
( c ) Determination of .
The longitudinal stress released in the
layer by removal of the H ” / previous layers, is 
determined from the surface strain changes , . . .
.... which occur at the inner surface.
The calculation is almost identical to that for the 
stress component in section 6,05d , so that only
the final equation need be stated;
n> j ..... (>•45
where
s.t:
It
4 feL * -g.tr. A£u(9)g^
The minus sign in the expressions for and
result from the fact that is defined as the
stress released, rather than induced, in the layer*
(163)
(d) Considerable simplification is again produced if 
layers of equal thickness are removed.
6.10. DISCUSSION.
Although an experimental investigation is essential 
before a final assessment can be made, the technique 
described in sections 6,05-6,09 is, in theory, more 
suitable for the investigation of local values of stress 
in tubing with "0- greater than 0.1 than any revealed 
to date by an extensive literature survey.
The main advantage of the technique lies in the fact 
that specimen eccentricity need only be considered in the 
calculation of the circumferential bending stress 
from the change in diameter or gap-width on slitting 
(equation 6,22 ), The calculation of from the
change in surface strain, and of from the change
in either surface strain or gap-width, may be carried out 
without regard to specimen eccentricity.
The condition greater than 11 for all &  ,
was chosen to make the use of curved bar theory 
unnecessary in the calculation of circumferential bending 
deformations. It also sets an upper limit on the value 
'of the initial eccentricity of specimens to which the 
technique of sections 6,05-6,09 can be applied. It may 
be shown (appendix 6 ) that the upper limit for 0, is 
specified by the inequality;
(164)
e  6
2*7 V / —  /2 2  \ / -  %
In the case of the tubing used in sections 4 and 5 » 
for which - 0,9^1 » the technique may be applied to
specimens with 0 , less than 0,5 » or an initial wall 
thickness variation up to -50 »^»
As mentioned earlier, the exact solution to the 
problem of the bending of an eccentric tube under the 
action of the edge moment has been obtained by
Mori (103) using bipolar co-ordinates, Por a specimen 
with = 0,941 and 0  =0,5 » the error produced by
using the approximate theories of sections 6 .05c and 
6,06a , is less than 3^«
A preliminary experimental investigation should give 
priority to the following topics;
(a) The determination of the minimum groove separation, 
and hence the number of grooves which could be accom­
modated on one specimen,
(b) A critical evaluation of the technique discussed in 
section 6.O7 for determining the correction factor /C •
.(c) An investigation of the suitability of acid-etching 
or eleptropolishing as a groove-cutting technique, when 
surface strain is measured.
(165)
It should be noted, in conclusion, that the 
principles behind the analyses of sections 6,05 and 6,06 
apply equally well if the groove is cut from the inner 
surface. If were also measured from the inner
surface, the derivation of the final equations for 
and would be almost identical to that already
carried out, the only differences being due to changes in 
sign.
(166)
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APPENDIX 2
TABLES.
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TABLE 1. : (% *
0440 0 05^ 774: O l ' y l 3474
G*
0 M - 2 S /5-.60 19- lo 2/47 24 ‘44 2 1 3 0 32-32.
4-''5 1 4 - a y /7'5^ /9'4? 2/95 25'Oa 294/ 33 37/b za /7'fJ. 2002 22 64 2543 30‘Su - . 4 1 5M'f IS-15 f0 67 2?4: Z h - 9 % 3 1 1 1 3 ' o l 2
IIS I S S Î ll'ih 19 D7 2/43 24-39 22 23 224% 3 9 - 0 2
112'S' 1 1 1 9 17 4-4 19-42. 2/'F^ 24.?7 2447 24.49 4 o ' 5 4 ,!53 Ib 'lO /9'26' 2'-; 21 'tj 5 2‘7 32. 55 77 -11-zi
l i s fiyZ'l foo3 22'63 25'«3 3049 2549 44 032.04 /fc-Z/ n - 2 z /9'29 22-46 2S-7/ 30 01 354s 42-4223S /67G lT32 2/-7g Z A - 2 3 l î ' ? ! 4; 46 447927& /£07 lh-57 /f'3S 205-4 a - I l Z b l b 5.'4‘7 3439
3 o o 1 4 - 7 0 Ih'IZ /9 0 22-/4 Z S '  b 2 2 9 1 5 ' 54-’-7324 14 44 /a-7^ /74& /9'39 24#3 Z 4 - 2 2 2 2 1 1 33-iz
l?0 /b-2Z 11-95 40-03 22-03 25-93 SO-So 36 29 4-3-03
270 /5-/7 lh-b3 12-53 20-Iz 23-50 27-oi 31-24 35-9Z
F» 15 r/ !51j li'64- zo-io 23-73 27-32 32-ZJ 37-60
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TABLE 1. (continued)
0 % OIÎZ 0 976 0-990 0491 0993 0-994 0-95
©°
o 374/ 4-i -37 5643 72 / f 14-30 43-00 lc t-1 14.-5
4/-5 30-03 46 36 52-4Z 77-34 n-oi /0I-7 112-3 in - i
66 41-11 44-36 63 -/4 *647 104-0 116 4 132-5 .'52-3
gg'5 43-7/ 63 69 60.33 97 27 ni-b / 61 - 6 m - z
\\Z 4643 63-66 77-73 / i 4 - 4 149-1 175-9 Z4-0 272-6
4?-?fc 6/ 72. 23 20 120-3 20?-2 76C-5 353 -g.
163 67-62 65-7/ 70-50 2oi-9 259-/ S50-6 £-■-0 6
l?â 62-67 67 67 94-/2 I5Î-4- 223-0 Z?7-% 40S-9) 415-7
204 6/-?3 66-24 9/-43 /4.6-6 20% 4 2-64- 6 obi-3 565-?
'Z-3S' 42-53 6j'o5 ir% /23-i /6S-5 /9f-6 249-5 333-0
27b 43-/6 5'2-BS 67 96 94 -64 117-4 l5S-b 154-b 113-1
3oû 45 -6Z a 9 -nÿ 6r?0 35-20 ICO-5 m-9 -'26-3 l-^ô-O
324 3?-b? 46-37 57-60 76 03 9û-2f 99 54 110-7 124-b
m S i-69 - 67-69 ?4- /4 IS3-S 2237 2i7-2 406-4 627 7
4Z-% &4-d! 69-95 92- 60 /23-g .'Z0-? 154-7 /97-0
FOn 44-9S" 66-76 73-29 loi-S 141-0 /6?-4 Zli-o 291-J
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TABLE 2. 7  ( 4 ,  s
( e - r c H .  NO.) [ l o ]
/»/ü- 0440 0-955
0?) £?■)
0 973 O-iiO
:23)
0-925 0-99O
,29;
0-995
G
0 0 934 0-9I4- 0-1bS 0-?2Z 0-Tll 0 672 0-393
0%g 0-933 0 - m ■0-251 0-210 O-Iio 0-439
66 0-9bS 0-959 0-921 D-%S 0-272 0 79? 0-522
0 493 0-990 0-973 0-969 0-3SZ 0-905 0-663
,63 l-Olo l-Olb 1-032 634? 1-052 1 -O oh 0-9X5
! -o2-1- 1-047 1-075 1-097 l - l -b t -m / 212
'S3 l-OSS 1-Dl3 l - l iÇ l - l hZ 1-270 6350 6252
/?3 l-0b3 logs 113? I ' I9 I 6263 1-430 2-34?
lOà l-cbl !-o% 1-124 /-;t? l -Z i l 6366 /-940
235 l  0 5 5 6042 606? l-OÎ'o h HZ 6/52 1-/31
276 o-Oî'i 0-923 09bj 0-354 0-935 o-?f; 0-62?
Zoo 0-%3 0-9 52 0-971 0-Î3\ 0-254 0 775 0-4)7
324 0-945 0-911 0-225 0-UÎ o-îo\ 073? 0-427
l îo i-ûbZ l-OÎZ 613? 1- Ml 6264 6432 2-55?
90; 270 0-495 0-092 0-m 0 - m D-960 0-912 0-b74
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TABLE 3 » : Angular position of the strain gauges on
specimen 3A-1 , ( 0 measured from maximum
wall thickness in a clockwise direction, looking 
on end-1 ),
L0NÔ1T.
0°
CIRCUMF.
GAU0ES 0°
L-l 0 C| 0
L-z 17 C l 4 s
54 ^3
L-4 C4 fô'S
k r 117 C£T u'i
, M 2 m s
Ly ! n ^7 '53
Lg 203 193
L9 22.) Cû^ 2o4
L- 10 247'S /^O 235
U \i Zlh 27t
^  12 3 /2 Soo
^ 337
maximum
WALL THICKNESS L
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TABLE 4 # : S u rfa ce  s t r a in s  and s tre s s e s  on c u t t in g - o u t
specim ens lA -1  and lA -2  , (gauges re ze ro e d  
between c u ts ) *
(O.) STRMÜ5 X 10“ ^
GAUGE' C| G- 2 L ^ d" 2 ^4 L q. dg.
AFTER FIRST COT -7 0  0 O -S — 0 4 5  0 4 1 +-
AFTER SFCokCD CUT 0 0 o o  o 0 o  o 4|Z 4 '
aft F F THiFb CUT •LS +2 -G - 11 *FG -fS - i  - 5 45" +
TOTALS -  2. -f-? — G ■—  // 4-I -1 4 4 - 5 4 i f  4 '
TOTAL SURFACE STRESSES F / h iT .
GAUGE NO. 1 Z 3 4 5
l o n g it u d in a l 0 “  !•) TO 7 40 4  42 •5
CIRCUMFERENTIAL T 0'9 “ 1*0 -  ON - 0 *5 4-./■7
5* : S u rfa ce s tre s s e s  produced a t maximum w a l l
th ic k n e s s , on c u t t in g - -o u t *
SPECIMEN LENGTH E 'A h A ,
Ay
2 A -f 2 2)^ 1 —19‘4 -3  7
/A" 2 0
2 A - I — - i S -
!A -1 ^ Z 'S ■h!-7
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TABLE 6 , : 'Type A' residual stress investigation,
specimen 3A-1 ; internal radius /^O , at each
stage of the etching process*
ETCH. DURATION TOTAL WEIGHT
M iH . LOSS IV ( h ) rnvi,
0 0 0 25'4o 0
1 5- 0-073 ZS-45 4 03
2 5 O'ibi 25 46 J 03
S 5 0-339 : 'S 4 ^ 0-ùZ
4. (0 0-231 25'SI 0-o3
5 7 O'-iA? 7S'S£ 0 04- ,
h 7 O ' i la 2559 J v4
7 ? 0 -W 7 254%
’9 0-790 as 67 0#
9 10 0-9j 6 2S7a 40s
lo II /-o9o 25N77 O'OS
11 a 1-250 as «fa O'OS
12. 13 1-4-09 as 27 0-OÇ
IS 13 LS 74 2S9J 0 0b
14' lA 1776 2GT9 007
M oo£
l'o ! -1 1 ' {■ 3-lfcZ. O'ùl
17 ;4 2 372 2620 O'Ol
i? IS 2-6-26 Ù06
M /4 2-743 26 2a s 06
zo 13 2-95f 26 39 ô'07
at IS 3-1-20 26-44- 0-05
zz 13 3-322 £6*51 ù'Ol
zs II 3 - 4-72 ZL5& O'OS
24 H 3-620 26' h! Dos
a s II 2 724 2(9' 66 OOS
•20 17 3-964 26 72 006
11 II 4 O&T 2676 004
a? ' iZ 4-2.00 26 fo OO^ l
29 II 4-336 26 ?4 04
l\ 4-4-66 26 2? jH
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TABLE 7• : 'Type A ' residual stress investigation,
specimen 3A-1 ; measured strains after each 
etch.
-6
(ci) 1-ON'SIT4Li!K/U- .StrLI4 X 10
gaugh• L, Lz 6-3 1— 4 L5 Î-0 L?
E J C H
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 CO
! -13 - I -10 — 10 " 1 0 -7
z -24 - lo —19 -/9 - I S -/9
Z -79 -26 -29 — 20 -Z34 -45' -36 -39 -35 “35 -37S " 39 -37 -4/ -34 —•4--52 - £2 - 55 -4P -47 -577 -07 y 0 — 5 -03 - S o - S Ig —23 - 75 — 67 -79 - 43 — 46 -7%9 ' 47 - 77 *-93 -75 -77 -93
10 " l i o — ! o o - loê -24 -9/ -442
I! - /IZ — /02 — y A ~ r z -54 - 9/ - a s
!Z - 12 - /% -73 - 1 jO - % —  1 D o /^zf/S — 144 - IS 4 — /! G - /4 —■ / o y - /I7 —  14 1f4 — 154 — /49 -/2% - /b4 - 49 - /29 —  1 hoIf - /7f - (hS -/40 -/25 -/54 *~ '4 c? - /7
f(o - 17 — /4 b -73% - M'9 - /97
( 7 - ,70 —14 9 —  2l 0 - j4 4 "452 - 23-
\î - U S -297 -452 -Z3? -453 - 161
-233 - 224 - 17 -263 - /43 -/TV -237
% o -23% - 224 - 174 -273 - m — /&4 — 2.4 /
z\ - 243 -23/ — 17b 2^%4 —74 0 - I h O -150
r i - 244 -237 - ,r:7 - 2 96 -4:9 -,'47 -25f
23 -247 — 2 7  S - lyi - 3 04 - Ill - 25724 -253 -224 — 7 5 -319 " : :? - 124- -25525 - 24? -7# -/34 -5Z3 S o - 9 1 - 20220 -170 - n o - 5)/ - 10 -47 -25227 1 4  ! - I S .-33/ i4'7 4? -126'-235 -/9/ -40 "£50 4 105 7/0 -44329 — 22 G '1 /b - 549 4497 4/533c? - ZC)/ 4-7/ 4 71 -272 'f-IOZ
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TABLE 7 . (continued)
AUGE ; Lg Lg £)o L 1 Ziz b|S
TCM
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -  /u -  lo "  // -1/ -13 '/4
1 - iz -19 -Zo •“ 2/ -2 / -22
3 - l î -Z% -2? -3c -30 “ 3/
4 -40 -39 -39 “ 4i -4 2
5* —40 — 39 -39 -42 -4:^ -4 /
6 -  SS — 53 - 5b -55 — 54 -53
7 -6o — G1 -64 -63 -  6/ •
-7Z -74 -75* “ 76 “77 —7y
9 -91 -gg -g? -91 -91 - n
(0 — / c>5 -{oo - !o l -/o3 -  /04 - lo i
II -  fo9 - lo3 — (o4 -113 - loS -402
IZ. - n e -  119 -420 -430 - 120 -  //7
n —  / 4 / -  /S6 -439 -147 -436 -433
14 — isS -M7 -  (53 — f66 — /49 -443
IS -171 -/0S -469 - / fb -Ihb -459
ih -- ! 24 -  /09 -  /go -  Zo7 -173 -  167
17 -494 — /74 -T A -217 - le i — 174
\î -Zo/ -4%6 -197 -426
19 - 224 -H Z - 1 2 -2 5 4 -20? / -1S
Zo -223 - / f 5 -zo6 “ 26o -492
ZI -125 -47? - 7^4 -2 7 / -2o2 -442
ZZ -222 —46/ -  /9c -2 fS -111 —124
23 -2 l9 -4 4 / /74 -27? -427 -476
24 -220 - n o — /64 -Zo 1 -  /£4 -171
25 -2 ^ 3 —74 -435 -3o6 -  /5D
20 - m -10 — Cjh - 3 1 î -449 -  /S2
27 — /4b -49 -  S ! î -  /z9 - 4 0
Z2 ' - 9 / 4 /4/ - 3 a -  107 -27
29 425 4244 •599 -345 -7 4 -5 6
3o •f 25'6 U 4g 5 223 -Z26 - I h -  /o
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TABLE 7 # (continued)
~ia
\U6E: ^1 C l ^3 s ^7
rcH
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 - 4 -  ^ - S -3 - 4 - I ,
2 —' (? —lo — ID -10 -  lo
3 -  / (? - IS -11 — I{s> -12 — /0
4 -17 -12 - I S - /? — / b - 1 7
S ' 2 -- 1 ( -15 - / 2 -13 /b —/ b
G " 4 -' I b - 19 -  IS — ! b -  2% - 2 5
7 - 5 -10 - Z l -12 -  24 - 2 7
? - 2 - i g -23 - / 0 - I ? - 2 ^ -3 Z
9 - '4 -  2(0 - z s - 2 5 -2 2 - 3 7 -  37
lo 0 - I E -S i - 2 3 -3 b -5 9
n 4-5" -  IS '7h -11 -24 -3 9 -3,?
(2 + 4 — IS "79 -2.0 ■ -3o —44 — 4' f
15 + 6> -1 7 -5 2 ^ t o —34 - 4 4 — 4 7
14 'RS* -23 - 4 3 -5 / - 5 7
/5 4 7 ^ 2 4 -4 3 -2 3 -42 -5 6
4 4 -5(? -E 3 - 2 4 -5 9 - 6 7
n + /1 - z o -53 -2 2 - 5 4 — bo "" 69
1? 43 - 4 0 -  bb - y i - 7 4 -7 9
T4 —4h - l o -2 5 -75 - I S - g z
2? 'rfO -  4(? -h S -  (0 — 65 -  62 “ 7b
%l "4-h - IS -  4- - I S -  74 -  ?o
12 — h>0 -9 9 4 6 — %Z -gb — ? s
23 4A — O S -  95 4 25 -9 3 -  ES
24 0 - l o - i o l 440 — 1 o2 -9 9 -9 5
25 4 4 - 7 4 - I l S 4  T o -173 - l o o
14, 4 2 - 7 2 -N7g 4-/01 -14-7 - n s — E9
27 ^  i l -  y i -  I S S 'f-140 — lé>Û -117 - 7 5
4-/5 -1 5 — [J 1 4 111 - 1 1 } — >70 - 6 2
20 43 / - I D -  140 42/S — IbO -99 - 1 0
Jo ^54 -'4Ê - N f 4 260 -  l i t - 4 3 454
(i4o)
TABLE 7 » (continued)
rc4: Cg Cg C/. C/, 4% C > 30 0 0 D 0 0 0f “b -4 -2 -b -5 " 71 —  10 -2 -g -10 -7 - 1 03 - I Z . -9 - \ o "■12 - l o —  ('04 —■ !h -/9 - \ { -17 - f —/ 94 —  lo (p - 7 - l o - 3 - 136 -7 - 1 0 -/g - 3 -/67 -7 - I Z -/9 - 1 - /4g -27 -7 •— ! (p -2g 0 -209 - Z I —  fo - Z I -22 - / " 2b/O '37 —- b -2/ -29 72 -2gf/ O -2/ -39 ■^lo -221 - 4 1 -Z -30 -4 7 4 ( 2 -25
is - S I -2 -35 -62 + /4 -31
14 -4o —6>9 + lg -3515 -67 -7 -4 7 • f 24 -44/6 -77 — 54 r-94 2^? - 4 7f7 +-Z -4g -/D2 -f 39 '40
12 -A3 -55 -N7 7 4o -5410 —  Ijh -5g -139 -^50 — K o20 - I l S 420 — 47 - /45 4-7/ " l o2/ - n s 442 -49 — iSg - 2 o22 - 1 3 4 4 65 -5/ -173 9-95 -9/
1 3 - 1 4 0 47f - 4 2 -/%6 4/4- "9424 - 5 7 -^95 -49 -2o 7 41.21 - 11}
25 - ( 5 2 4 1 3 1 - 2 3 4 /47 - \ Z 22b - 1 5 7 4  I h S —49 f 167 - 1 3 327 4  2.00 -59 -260 9 124 - 1 4 122 — h h -^272 -37 "2 6b f495 - f S S
20 ■4 l O 4279 -27 2^54 9/97 -/5z4 237 -b — 226 - /4 b
(l4l)
TABLE 8# ; Change in the surface strain parameters on
rotating specimen 3A-1 by 180* about a 
longitudinal axis*
0 ° 0- 32 5* G~ /23*
BTCH
x/d^
’ ^4 . A
X fO"
0 0941 -hi — 1 0 0 0 0
5 O'94b 0 0 0 0 0 0
IS O'966 0 — } 0 -2 4/
13 O'ggO 0 0 -1 0 4-i 4. j
25 -1 -2 4} — / + Z •+4
22 O'943 -A3 — ( +7 f 20
20 0 995 4- 1 -  1 0 — 1 4-4 A 20
So O'096 0 - 2. 93 4 } 4G A /b
TABLE 9 • : Number of circumferential lobes in
elastically unstable collapse mode (6l), for 
all-around pressure and = 8 *
S V ^  IIS' 
143  
/67->S33 
400 
Soo
n
S
3 OR. 4  
4
4ÛK3T
S’
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TABLE 10. : Elastic critical pressure XcRiT ;
specimen 3A- 1 •
(a.) BASES ON MEAN WA LL TMlCrr (ECO
/ / t % K -  3 n - 4 n- =  s
O'Uo 5(9 076 /•29 2 ' 0 4
ô'9%3 5g 0'49 0 - 2 0 { '  2 b
5b 0 35 0-55 0'2b
04?7 75 0 - 2 4 0'3b 0'54
0-9?? 23 0 20 0 22 0-44
O-990 ! o o 0 - 1 2 0 ' } ( û 0-25
0-992 l i s O ' O l 0'09 O I S
0-993 137 O' Ol o 0 -06 040
■0 -997 zoo 0'03 0'02 0-03
0 )  BAS El) ON MINIMUM WALL THICK H TES % »?-
^ /b % . K = 3 R = 4 M- 5" n ^  é>
0 ' % 0 50 Q 4 S 0-73 1 ' 15
O-o.'iS 73 0-26 0-40 O ' b S
O - 'T iS 56 (D72 O 35 0-39
0-9Î7 (O S 0 -/| 0-14- 0-7-2. 0 3SL
C'9?r l !7 0 09 0 10 0 -lfc 0-23
0 - 9 ^ 0 IS3 (0-05 0-D5 0-07 0- lo
0492 22) 072 0 02 0 - o Z 0-03
0-903 Ig J 0-02. 0 0 1 0 - D i 0-0)
D99F 555 0-0/
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TABLE 11, ; The effect of eccentricity on the value
( 1  yr/S0'Pr:s,
- •  /  00
&  0  O'Ofc 0 - 1 0  C - 2 0
M c / f / i  I 0 0 - 7 Ÿ  Û - S 9
' ' 'ill
e  0 O'Ob 010 0 20
M i / , ,  I 0 - 9 /  O'84 0-62
im
(144)
APPENDIX 3.
DERIVATION OF THE SACHS EQUATIONS.
(ih5)
(a) Removal of uniform internal layers from a uniform
cylinder containing axisymmetric residual stresses ..
Defining the strain parameters:
A /  =
where and are the measured surface strains
on the outside surface of the cylinder, the object is to 
relate the stresses CTj^  , and CTj^  at some radius
yû to the changes in and which are
produced when the material at radius ^  is removed.
4 4/>. 4'
k' fi ,i
i IA
I ’ '
CL,
As layers of material at radius 4,yô are
removed, the stresses at yù undergo continuous
alteration, so that:
I
oi =. 07
I 1
I I
where'the components CT refer to that part of the 
original stress which is present in the layer at
radius yd when it is removed, and the components O*
(146)
to the stress induced in the layer at radius Jb by 
removal of internal layers up to radius ^  •
II '
The condition CT ^  is assumed to apply at
all times, so that only elastic strains are considered.
I
(i) Calculation of the stress components w ,
If 9 and denote the
stress changes produced at radius yO by removal of a 
layer of thickness at radius then:
7yQ /
where and denote the stress changes
produced at the outer surface. The first two equations 
are a consequence of Lame's equations (96) and the third 
follows from the fact that the distribution of the 
longitudinal induced stress over the cross-section of 
the cylinder is assumed to be uniform.
It follows from elementary stress analysis that:
(147)
where and may be determined from the
known strain changes at the outer surface, and since:
<r' =  ,
it follows that:
^  ^  ' ^  M y ,
/ y ) = a ^  ^
<r,'=
< i '  s ' . ÿ ( u )  , ~  e V ^
n
(ii) Calculation of the stress components ^  «
If and 0 ^ ^ ) ^  denote the stress
changes produced on the outer surface of the cylinder 
when the layer l^ù at radius ^  (containing the 
stresses , 0^ and ) is removed, then:
= (à<^ u)yyi
where and denote the stress changes
at radius • The first"equation again follows from
Lame's theory, and the second from the fact that the 
longitudinal induced stress is uniformly distributed
(148)
over tlie cross-section.
It may easily be shown from considerations of 
longitudinal equilibrium that:
so that : . If
or: y  •
It may also be shown using Lame’s theory that:
-  II
and since is zero at the inner surface of the layer
A\jb , and has the average value . (Jc (equilibrium
of elemental cylinder, thickness t radius yO ) ,
it follows that:
i.,
so that :
¥  y y > - ^  />
(Tc =  £ b l .
y >  ù f
or :
and since:
it follows that :
» /t >
* - M -  •
(149)
and using- elementary stress analysis:
/ , 1
(iii) Determination of ^  and .
It follows from the general definition on p.l46 ,
that :
—^  O  as 2 ^  tends to zero. With the substitution 
3f s 1T)0^  and s"7Tt , the equations 1,01 are obtained,
(b) Removal of uniform external layers from a uniform
cylinder containing axisymmetric residual stresses.
In this case the derivation is almost identical 
(6 ,49), except that the surface strains and
(150)
are measured at the bore, and the change is taken
as positive with decreasing radius, With this convention, 
the final equations are:
2f  ''iy,
J c  = . zAfc)
L ^  l ^ z /
L" 'r
and with the substitution of sTp^  and , the *
equations 1.02 are obtained as tends to zero.
(151)
APPENDIX 4 ,
DETERMINATION OF AND C^^<k(P)9)
IN TERMS OF , ^6 AND C^L
(152)
Expressions for and are derived
for the general case shown below, and the particular 
solutions for internal and external layer removal are 
obtained by substitution of ÛL “yi or i? ^ r e s p e c t ­
ively.
+ K —^
/
If C. and C, denote the distances of the centres a.
of the circles and from the origin, dL and
their radii and C  the distance apart of their
centres, so that C  - Cj — C , it may be shown (44)
o A.
that :
The first of these expressions may be written:
i l  + - V J
(153)
from which it follows that;
= C,*-4jri ^ y
(a) Determination of ,
u
/ 0k \ '_______.?
- J  ^
1 \ ■ ■ ' A
I X../T
J__
/
%
Recalling from equation 3.08 that;
Ab =  ' h
it may easily be shown that;
“hU\^2  ^ = ^ i^> —  fe*
= begjgj, +Cfc +-fc.
and, by using a standard trigonometrical formula, that
W / ^ )  =  ------------
’’ fe‘4 jcV z k  c.ca
and since Cy s. F + * it follows that:
(154)
so that :
y 4-
and using- the fact that 
that ;
c^A(&) =
I X, ^ f ^
s, Cy ^  y , it may be shown
L -f
h u s B y  4- Cj,
and replacing by —L. ^ * * J  leads to:
CA6 {e) = _gfec eg Qj,(t>W^ -c^ ) 
^ Zhc e&Qi, -h (l,\.a '^^-c^)
(b) Determination of .
CL-
In this case jS(n “ and it may similarly
be shown that :
=
a  +  c^.cak
(155)
so that : 4 + c^.e^Ç^
- a r  =■ —
I z  % z
and by using the fact that jc s. ^  , it follows
that : ^
ûsSy3/g) -
and replacing C/% by f gives:
Zc
(c) Particular solutions#
In the case of internal layer removal %
obtained by substituting ^  for in expression
in the case of external layer removal
obtained by replacing by yj in
expression (j&) *
(156)
APPENDIX 5 «
CALCULATION OF THE CHANGES IN DIAMETER 
AND GAP-WIDTH PRODUCED BY SLITTING AN 
ECCENTRIC TUBE ALONG A GENERATOR*.
(157)
(a) Calculation of ,
s r M c
/ /  I
6? -e-l ^0 ) r >
Taking as positive moments which tend to decrease 
curvature, it follows that:
Mff = M e " "
where &  is a fictitious load applied for the purposes 
of calculating the diameter change , and is
the mean radius of the tube, (it is assumed that the 
tube is sufficiently thin to regard as constant)*
Using Castigliano*s theorem {96) :
■  [ H I
where:
CSi-^ O
2. 2.
(J s f  — f  ^m,dQ
J  Z B ' . X q ~ J  B U . ' l t V i - f e c s i e y
Y x  %  '
and since: %
( l + e u i 9 y
%
it follows that : „
3%
^ 2) - —  r C(Si9.d&
(158)
and from symmetry that : IT
f  c^&>dd 
( \ + e c a e ) ^
%
Using- a table of integrals (l02) it may be shown
that :
TT
- I :
and so:
0-«')
l+e
(b) Calculation of ^^QTT »
In this case:
M g -  M c +
and it may easily be shown that :
AD - [iHl ^ IZMcC f i^ 9.dP 
 ^ a^o e U . A 2  J n+eüoe)
and from symmetry;
^7T
^ ^ 6 f  csSQ.d9
eaOp)
(159)
It may be shown (l02) that:
f . _ L _  /  f + e’- - J e _  r ^ - I  (,
0-e T L  ^  I T T
and s o :
( c ) Calculation of .
f a
M,
- I C / '
In this case:
and :
= r^ 7 c f ~.s^,d9
^ ® i = o  E ' t M ^  : J ( i ^ e a s e }
E ! t J im
(160)
(d ) Calculation of IS^oo »
In this case the fictitious load ($1 is applied at 
the edges of the gap, and it follows that:
so that : 'J.'TT
and from symmetry:
ir
A6r *  f ( l~ c ^ 9 ) j$
“  E U - V o
It may be shown (102) that;
so that:
fIi~<^9)d9 _ I r 0+^)(z.-f€) TP "I
f 1+6050):
A6r *  g 4 A lc C  r Tt I
"  E U V { l - e T l  y
( 1 6 1 )
APPENDIX 6,
THE UPPER LIMIT FOR
( 1 6 2 )
Since the minimum value of ^*^^0 will occur at 
ff' = 0 , the condition ^  ff implies that:
( % L  > "
from which it follows that :
or that :
/^ 1p-a) + C  ^  —L  ( 4-f a)L ✓ zz
and since —  , it follows that :
t» — A-
so that the upper limit for the initial eccentricity 
is specified by:
(163)
